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Report 1: Overview 
 
 
 Institutional Policy on Research 
 
As a teaching and learning liberal arts institution, Lingnan is fully committed to quality 
teaching as well as excellence in research.  While some liberal arts colleges in the US 
focus only on teaching, some of the strongest stress, as we do, the complementary nature 
of teaching and research, which supplement and inform each other and jointly enhance 
the intellectual environment and analytical breadth that we provide to our students.  To 
this effect, while pursuing a policy and practice of close staff-student relationship, the 
University has substantially enhanced its research strength in recent years.  With an 
intimate campus setting that provides a favourable environment for intellectual pursuit, 
Lingnan will continue to strive for excellence in teaching and research, including the 
continuing development of its nine “focused areas”. 
 
The University’s research policy is designed to optimize the use of research funds through 
focused development, quality enhancement and collaborative endeavour.  Focused 
development is achieved through identifying priority areas of research and the recruitment 
of faculty to build up strength in these areas.  Quality enhancement is achieved through 
faculty appointment and continuing improvement of existing staff profile.  Collaborative 
endeavour is fostered through establishing research centres that provide research support 
and coordination. 
 
 Focused Development 
 
Lingnan is aware of the need to develop priority areas of research.  It is essential that we 
build on the strengths of the existing research areas, while at the same time exploring 
some emerging areas for development.  Nine research areas have been identified for 
focused support, including seven established ones (Aesthetics & the Arts, Cultural 
Research & Development, Modern Literature in Chinese, Conflict Management in 
Chinese Societies, Taxation, Public Policy & Governance, and Social Gerontology) and 
two developing areas (Hong Kong Studies Through History and Financial Markets & 
Economic Performance).  These research areas are in line with our liberal arts mission, 
and are selected based on existing staff strength, proven track record and their connection 
to undergraduate teaching.  Lingnan is committed to maintaining a balance between 
providing an excellent undergraduate education based on up-to-date knowledge, and 
meeting the standards of faculty research output characteristic of the best liberal arts 
institutions. 
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 Quality Enhancement 
 
To ensure that faculty members are given adequate opportunities to engage in research 
and development activities as well as an uninterrupted period of writing, a study leave 
scheme that awards a maximum time-off period of 6-12 months has been put in place.  
This allows academic staff, through re-arrangement of teaching schedule and utilisation 
of the summer vacation, to be released from teaching and administrative duties to 
concentrate on research, study, and writing full time.  Nine academic members from 
seven departments were released from teaching in 2009/10, each for one term.  In 
addition, the University has put aside HK$2 to $3 million each year in 2010/11 and 
2011/12 to support outstanding research plans via research leaves on a competitive basis.  
Visiting faculty can be hired to cover teaching for faculty who are awarded research 
leaves.  The funding could potentially support an average of one research leave place for 
each department during 2010 to 2012.  Five leave plans slated for 2010/11 were 
approved in 2009/10. 
 
In support of research work undertaken by young faculty, an Initial Research Activities 
Fund for Newly Recruited Assistant Professors has been set up to provide ancillary 
funding for research-related activities without requiring the submission of a formal 
research proposal. 
 
 Collaborative Endeavour 
 
While at present inter-institutional collaboration exists mainly at the individual level, a 
system has been set up by faculty-based research institutes/centres to channel resources 
into special areas of research and to develop links with local, regional and overseas 
institutions for the purpose of academic exchange, conferences and other collaborative 
activities.  For instance, Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies organised the “2009 
Academy of International Business (AIB) Southeast Asia Regional Conference” on 
“Revitalizing the Global Economy: Challenges and Strategies for Sustainable Growth” in 
December 2009.  Over 120 participants from 19 countries and cities attended the 
conference in Hong Kong, with 103 papers presented in 27 sessions.  The Hong Kong 
APEC Study Centre at Lingnan organised an international conference on “APEC at 20 
and the rise of China” in February 2010, which brought together about forty prominent 
speakers from around the region and the Mainland to join with local scholars to explore 
the future of APEC, in particular monetary cooperation and integration, intra-regional 
trade and investment, and relations between APEC and the rest of the world.  The 
Department of Cultural Studies and the Kwan Fong Cultural Research & Development 
Programme jointly organised the 8th International Association of Cultural Studies 
Crossroads in Cultural Studies Conference in June 2010.  This is the largest academic 
conference of the discipline held every other year since 1996, and at Crossroads 2010 we 
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succeeded in attracting over 750 participants from over 50 countries to come to Lingnan 
for the 5-day congress. 
 
In the course of 2009/10 two visiting artists—Vincent Chui and Stella Tang—successfully 
completed residencies at Lingnan through the Visual Studies Artists in Residence 
programme.  Support for the continued running of this programme was secured from the 
Lingnan Foundation for an initial two-year period.  Several art exhibitions were 
organized by Stella Tang and by two members of the Visual Studies staff. 
 
In addition, the University has set aside funds to finance academic-exchange activities 
between Lingnan and higher learning institutions in China and the less developed 
economies of Asia.  In 2009/10, three incoming and four outgoing visits were supported. 
 
 Organization of Research Funding 
 
The formulation of policies for the promotion, funding and administration of research at 
the University is entrusted to the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee (RPSC), 
a Senate committee that decides internal funding allocations and monitors progress of 
research projects funded by various grants.  Initial assessment of research grant 
applications is undertaken by three faculty-level research panels, which make 
recommendations to the RPSC.  Smaller grants are decided by the faculty research 
panels.  The Office of Research and Staff Development provides administrative 
assistance to the RPSC and the panels in the management of allocated grants, ensuring 
that all funding and budgetary procedures are properly followed. 
 
A rigorous internal peer review process is adopted for all internal research grant 
applications.  Each application is evaluated on the basis of academic merit, feasibility 
within the indicated time frame, budgetary appropriateness, and the track record of the 
investigator(s). 
 
 Usage of Direct Allocation Grant 
 
The Research Grants Council (RGC) Direct Allocation (DA) is an excellent scheme for 
small-to-medium-scale research projects, especially those undertaken at a university like 
Lingnan with focus on the humanities, social sciences and business studies.  Indeed, our 
institutional support for research relies heavily on RGC’s DA.  Our efficient use of it, 
awarded only to highly competitive projects, is clearly evident in the number of quality 
outputs by our colleagues, as confirmed in the 2006 RAE results. 
 
In 2009/10, RPSC allocated a total of HK$2.67 million to support 52 research projects 
and HK$1.35 million to fund 90 academic paper presentations at international 
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conferences and other scholarly activities, through which staff were able to share the 
results of their research with local or overseas specialists.  In addition, the RPSC 
allocated HK$0.18 million to sponsor RPg students to participate at 25 international 
conferences.  The titles and grants for those projects funded from the University’s Block 
Grant and the RGC’s Direct Allocation Grant are set out in Reports 2A and 2B 
respectively.  Projects supported from private sources are listed in Report 2C. 
 
 Research Highlights 
 
According to the 2009 survey conducted by Brigham Young University, our Accountancy 
Department ranked 23rd in taxation research among universities worldwide, and is the 
leader in tax research in Hong Kong.  As reported in the January 2005 issue of Hong 
Kong Economic Journal Monthly, our Department of Economics came third in a survey 
of the academic performance of the economics departments of seven Hong Kong 
universities, in an evaluation based on publications in international economics journals 
and the number of competitive grants per full-time academic staff member.  Also, 
Lingnan was ranked fifth internationally in the publication of business and management 
empirical research on China in leading international journals according to “Business and 
Management in China: A Review of Empirical Research in Leading International 
Journals” published in the Asia Pacific Journal of Management (2007, 24: 359-368).  
These survey results demonstrate convincingly that researchers from Lingnan fared very 
well as compared to other leading universities world-wide despite its small size (Lingnan 
would have performed even better if size were taken into consideration).  It is no 
exaggeration to say that the research outputs and scholarly activities of our academic staff 
in the past few years have successfully put Lingnan University on the global academic 
map. 
 
As a teaching and learning liberal arts institution, we are committed to the synergistic 
pursuit of academic excellence and knowledge advancement.  Building on our research 
strengths and capitalising on our staff expertise, we continued to produce research of high 
international calibre in various disciplinary and interdisciplinary academic areas. 
 
The theoretical and practical value of research conducted at Lingnan is well exemplified 
by our first Knowledge Transfer project entitled “Health and Ageing: From a Life Course 
Perspective”, funded by the UGC with HK$3.5 million and led by Asia Pacific Institute 
of Ageing Studies and Office of Service-Learning.  The design and implementation of 
this KT project focuses on the transfer of tacit knowledge applied within the field of 
social sciences and humanities, as opposed to technology knowledge, and emphasizes 
Capacity Enhancement (a key priority in the World Bank’s development agenda and in 
the UN’s Millennium Development Goals), including the desirable attributes of thematic 
knowledge (health and ageing in this case), attitude or mindset and behavioural change at 
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both the individual and the community level.  The KT activities kick off with knowledge 
transfer within the university from faculty to students, from senior to junior students, from 
non-local to local students via two main channels: (1) undergraduate courses embedded 
with service-learning plus knowledge transfer element, and (2) campus-wide activities.  
Our main aim is to construct a solid foundation for the understanding and application of 
fundamental principles and skills to the next level of transfer from the University to the 
community through various platforms (New Senior Secondary Curriculum; Elder 
Academy, Action Researches, etc) structured around three themes: 1) Body Positive 
(nurturing positive attitude toward one’s own body and appearance, tapping the physical, 
psycho-cultural side of health); 2) Healthy Life! Healthy Mind! (fostering a healthy life 
and mind, tapping the participants’ physical and psychological side of health); and 3) YO! 
(Young-Old) Drama (appreciating the wisdom and beauty of aged people through 
reinforce intergenerational solidarity). 
 
 Concluding Remarks 
 
We have completed 15 great years as the only liberal arts university in Hong Kong.  We 
have continued to play a distinctive and useful role among higher learning institutions in 
Hong Kong, and provide a healthy diversity in Hong Kong’s higher education sector.  In 
light of the nature of research in the humanities and social sciences (HSS, including 
business) disciplines, a basic institutional funding model as opposed to project-based 
research grants is essential to maintaining and building up research strength and capacity.  
Such basic research funding is necessary not just for Lingnan (with its discipline mix 
solely in the HSS) but also for other UGC-funded universities in view of the essence of 
scholarship and its synergistic effect on teaching.  The current allocation mix between 
basic research funding (Research portion in the Block Grant) and competitive funding 
from UGC/RGC is acceptable as the former supports a baseline research infrastructure as 
well as funding for faculty positions/salaries.  Any further transfer of the R-portion of 
Block Grant to the RGC, to be allocated via research grant awards and on-costs, will 
likely jeopardize research and faculty strength in the HSS areas, as the R-portion is the 
dominant source of funding for research as well as faculty positions/salaries for HSS 
disciplines. 
 
It should be recognised that research in the HSS, particularly the humanities, does not 
necessarily require the support of research grants.  Scholars often toil in isolation, 
consult archives by themselves, conduct research and write.  Such research activities 
require concentrated time and effort (hence occasional research leaves are necessary) but 
not project-based research grants.  The number or size of UGC/RGC grants obtained is 
therefore not a proper criterion for measuring research performance/output or determining 
funding for the HSS disciplines (quality and quantity of research publications are more 
suitable in this regard).  In fact, using UGC/RGC grants as the key performance 
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indicator to inform research funding (including research postgraduate places) across the 
board is questionable as the grant application and success rates vary considerably from 
the science and engineering panels to the HSS panel.  The GRF success rates (in terms 
of number of funded projects) in HSS is much lower that those in Physical Sciences, 
Engineering and Biology & Medicine.  In aggregate, the 10-year average in the science 
and engineering (S&E) group is 42%, against 29.5% in the HSS group.  Using 2010/11 
GRF allocation as an example, the sector-wide average number of grants obtained per 100 
staff in S&E is 21.2, against 10.9 in HSS while the respective average grant money 
obtained per 100 staff is $17.95m and $4.76m.  A detailed analysis of the wide disparity 
in number and size of GRF grants received between S&E and HSS has been presented in 
our letter of 11 August 2010 to UGC concerning the future allocation of research funding 
and RPg Places. 
 
As mentioned in earlier section, Lingnan has outstanding staff members who are 
well-known scholars in their respective fields.  With an establishment of 130+ academic 
staff members at Assistant Professor rank or above but only a small number (45) of 
funded research postgraduate student places, our staff expertise is seriously under-utilised.  
Consequently, many of our well-qualified staff members have been deprived of the 
opportunity to supervise research postgraduates.  On the other hand, many students who 
wished to learn from these experienced scholars were turned away in the past.  This 
means an under-utilisation of staff expertise, as well as disappointment to applicants who 
are attracted by the specialism of our reputable staff. 
 
We truly believe that the University has good reasons for a significant increase in its 
research student number.  Many of our staff members are active researchers who are 
eager to nurture students in their fields of expertise.  With expansion in our research 
postgraduate student number to a level where a critical mass can be formed, the 
University will be able to make further contributions in both teaching and research. 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal  
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
 
   
1 * Taxation Research 
 
 CHAN Koon-hung 16,000 
 
 
X 
2 * Firms Response to Anticipated Reduction in 
Tax Rate: Public versus Private Firms in 
China 
 
 
 LIN Zhen-pin Kenny 30,000 X 
3 * Transfer Pricing Manipulations when Tax 
Rate Changes 
 
 
 LO Wai-yee Agnes 30,000 X 
4  The Influence of Corporate Governance 
Structure on Executive Pay 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 26,000 X 
5 * Corporate Governance and Earnings 
Management during the Global Financial 
Crisis: Evidence from Listed Companies in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 18,146 X 
6 * Effects of a Taxation Ethics Intervention on 
the Attitudes towards Tax 
Avoidance/Evasion of Accounting Major 
Undergraduates in Hong Kong 
 
 
 SIMMONS Richard S 2,500 X 
7 * Tax Information Exchange: Responses of 
Singapore and Hong Kong Compared 
 
 WONG Wai-yee 
Pauline 
18,146 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
 
1  Secure Enterprise Mobility 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing 
Alfred 
 
 
30,000 X 
2  Peer-to-peer Systems with Phones and 
Computers 
 
 LOO Wai-sing 
Alfred 
 
 
26,000 X 
3 * Wireless Security and User Awareness 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing 
Alfred 
18,146 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
 
 
4  Chebyshev’s Inequality and the Preservation 
of Risk Aversion under (Conditional) 
Expectation 
 
 
 HAU Tak-ming Arthur 30,000 X 
5  Option-like Constraint on Compensation and 
the Agency Problem in Production and Risk 
Management 
 
 
 HAU Tak-ming Arthur 26,000 X 
6 * Finance in Asia 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 
 
16,000 X 
7  Investigating the Information Content of the 
Model-free Volatility Expectation by Monte 
Carlo Methods 
 
 
 ZHANG Yuanyuan 26,500 X 
8 * Estimating Risk-neutral Skewness and 
Kurtosis from Option Prices 
 
 ZHANG Yuanyuan 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
 
  
9  The Impacts of Leadership Style on the 
Effectiveness of Harmonious "Shequ" 
Development in China 
 
 
 CHEN Yifeng 26,000 X 
10 * Organisation Studies 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 16,000 X 
11  Testing and Validating a Questionnaire to 
Measure Representational Predicaments 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 26,750 X 
12  Cooperation and Competition in Asia: 
Meta-analysis 
 
 
 TJOSVOLD Dean W 30,000 X 
13 * Influences of Individual Ambidextrous 
Behavior on their Performance 
 
 ZHANG Yi 23,070 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
 
14 * China Business Studies 
 
 CHAN Tsang-sing 16,000 
 
 
X 
15  Estimating Technical Efficiencies of 
Airports in China: A Comparison of 
Stochastic Output Distance Function 
Method with Data Envelopment Analysis 
(DEA) Method 
 
 
 CHOW Kong-wing 
Clement 
 
26,000 X 
16  An Exploratory Study of Effect of Channel 
Governance on Channel Performance: The 
Mediating Role of Procedural Justice, 
Relationship Learning, and Voluntary 
Cooperation 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 29,800 X 
17  An Exploratory Study of Relationship of 
Individual Moral Values and Perceived 
Ethical Climate to Salepersons’ Job 
Satisfaction, Commitment and Turnover, 
and to Clients’ Purchase Intention and 
Loyalty with the Firm 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 30,000 X 
18 * An Exploratory Study of Determinants of 
Competitiveness of Hong Kong SAR: 
Perspective of Exhibitors at International 
Trade Shows 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 18,146 X 
19  Minimizing Measurement Cost in Concept 
Tests with a Desirable Generalizability: A 
Trade Off Model 
 
 
 PENG Ling 26,000 X 
20  Image Congruence Effects on the Purchase 
Intentions of Genuine and Counterfeit 
Brands: The Role of Self-monitoring 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
26,800 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
 
21 
 
* 
 
Regrets in Switching: The Conflicting Role 
of Perceived Control 
 
 
  
WAN Chun-ying Lisa 
 
40,000 
 
X 
22 * The Impact of Perceived Similarity and 
Regulatory Focus on Customer Reactions to 
Service Failures that Happens on Others 
 
 
 WAN Chun-ying Lisa 18,146 X 
23 * Marketing Management in Asia 
 
 
 ZHOU Lianxi 16,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
    
1 * Environmental Analysis of Beijing Green 
Olympics: Implications on Pollution Control 
Policies in China 
 
 
 CHEUNG Kui-yin 15,620 X 
2 * Happiness in Hong Kong: An Annual 
Survey of Well Being and Values 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 22,500 X 
3 * How do Firm Ownership and Property 
Rights Affect Pollutants Discharge in 
China? 
 
 
 JIANG Liangliang 23,847 X 
4  Economic Analysis of Competition Policy in 
China 
 
 
 LIN Ping 10,675 X 
5 * Hong Kong as Asia's Art Centre 
 
 
 MA Yue 108,000 X 
6 * Asian Firms’ Histories and Their Capital 
Structure 
 
 ZOU Lin 18,919 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
 
  
1 * Who Raised the (Sovereignty) Issue of 1997 
in the Meeting between MacLehose and 
Deng Xiaoping on 29 March 1979? 
 
 
 WONG Yiu-chung 16,490 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
  
2 * Circles of Fear – Risk Perception and Social 
Segregation in Hong Kong 
 
 
 SIU Leung-sea Lucia 19,220 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
    
1 * Wine in Classical Chinese Prose 
 
 
 CHAN Tak-kam 30,000 X 
2 * 《清風嶺》(Fresh Breeze on the Mountains) 
cum 《瀟湘月》(Moon over the Xiao-Xiang 
Rivers) 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
30,000 X 
3  Salvation - A Theme of the Man and Spirit 
Relationship 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
16,800 X 
4 * Study of the Earth Goddess and Mountain 
Goddess in Tang Fiction 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
15,836 X 
5 * Liu Yichang and the Modern Psychological 
Novel of Hong Kong in the 1960s 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 30,000 X 
6 * French Cinema and Creative Writing 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
    
1  Rewriting Menglong Poetry in the 
English-speaking World 
 
 
 CHONG Yau-yuk 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre: 50 
Department of History 
 
  
1 * History of Hong Kong’s New Asia College 
 
 
 CHOU Ai-ling Grace 29,700 X 
2 * Tales of Piracy and Captivity: the Essex and 
the Anglo-American Encounter with the 
Middle East 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 10,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre: 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
  
1 * The Emergence of Post-Cold-War 
Counterpublics in Hong Kong 
 
 
 LAW Wing-sang 30,000 X 
2 * Mapping Creativity: A Case Study on 
Cultural Cluster in Hong Kong 
 
 
 LAW Wing-sang 18,900 X 
3 * Instituting Cultural Studies: Two 
Translations 
 
 MORRIS Meaghan E 30,000 X 
4  Stephen Chow's Tactics of Survival in Hong 
Kong Comedies from the 1990s to the 
Present 
 
 
 YAU Ching 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre: 51 
Department of Visual Studies 
 
  
5 * Out of Thin Air: Works at Lingnan 
 
 
 ARCHER Carol 23,500 X 
6  Art and Risk 
 
 
 HJORT Mette A 29,000 X 
7  Archive of the Artistic Activities of Local 
Leftist Artists Between 1949 and 1969 
香港左翼藝術家活動年表 (1949-1969) 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 30,000 X 
8 * Archive of the Artistic Activities of the 
Local Leftist Artists between 1970 and 1989
 
 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
 
    
1  How Do Directors, Shareholders and 
Managers Affect the Disclosure of 
Related-party Transactions? 
 
 
 LO Wai-yee Agnes 30,000 X 
2  Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation for 
Participative Budgeting 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 25,050 X 
3 * The Impact of Corporate Governance 
Practices on Growth Opportunities in China 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 108,000 X 
4  A Dream of the Red Chamber and Corporate 
Governance of Family-Owned Businesses 
 
 
 MO Lai-lan Phyllis 96,500 X 
5  An Investigation into Citizens’ Attitudes 
towards the Tax System and Tax Reform in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
 SIMMONS Richard S 45,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
 
  
1  Competition and Coordination in a 
Two-Echelon Supply Chain with Wholesale 
Pricing Schemes 
 
 
 LENG Mingming 91,340 X 
2  Pricing, Free-Shipping and Stocking 
Decisions of an Online Retailer for a 
Holiday Shopping Season 
 
 
 LENG Mingming 94,000 X 
3 * Designing Service Level Agreements for 
Inventory Management 
 
 
 LIANG Liping 89,800 X 
4  Common Framework for Mobile 
Application Development 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 30,000 X 
5  Mobile Monitoring Systems 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 30,000 X 
6  Interactive Speech Analysis for Students 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 109,000 X 
7  Computer-Assisted Memory Retention 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 113,500 X 
8  Applying Adaptive Grammar Based Genetic 
Programming in Evolving Parallel 
Evolutionary Algorithms on Graphics 
Processing Units 
 
 
 WONG Man-leung 82,000 X 
9 * Performance Analysis of Publish/Subscribe 
Messaging-Based Multi-Agent Manufacturing 
Systems through Simulation and Model 
Checking 
 
 YEUNG Wing-lok 77,500 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
 
  
10  Can Shareholders Prohibit Management to 
Manipulate Earnings? Evidence from the 
Related-party Transactions 
 
 
 FIRTH Michael A 114,000 X 
11  Impact of Bond Rating Changes on Bond 
Market Efficiency in the Post Regulation Fair 
Disclosure Period 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 119,350 X 
12  Credit Ratings and Seasoned Equity 
Offerings in China 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 85,500 X 
13  How Do State Shareholders Monitor Their 
CEOs? Evidence from China's Listed Firms 
 
 
 WONG Man-lai Sonia 25,050 X 
14 * Social Pressures and Corporate Philanthropic 
Behaviors Evidence from a Natural 
Experiment 
 
 
 WONG Man-lai Sonia 93,202 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
 
  
15 * Development of Chinese Neighborhood 
Committees: The Role of Leader-Resident 
Goal Interdependence 
 
 
 CHEN Yifeng Nancy 107,440 X 
16  ‘It Takes All Sorts?’ Career Anchors and 
High Involvement in Corporate Social 
Responsibility Activities 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 25,050 X 
17  Cooperative and Competitive Relationships 
among Competitive Organizations in China 
and Hong Kong 
 
 
 TJOSVOLD Dean W 93,000 X 
18 * Managing Conflict between Regulators and 
Managers in Financial Services in China 
 
 
 TJOSVOLD Dean W 98,046 X 
19  The Workplace Identity and Experiences of 
Female Professionals in Hong Kong 
 
 
 WONG Mei-ling, May 95,500 X 
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Project Title 
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Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
 
  
20  Using Narratives to Discern Self Identity 
Goals and Motivations Associated with the 
Use of Luxury Products 
 
 
 CHAN Tsang-sing 30,000 X 
21  Consumption of the Sacred and the Profane: 
The Blurring of Boundaries between 
Museums and High Fashion Houses 
 
 
 CHAN Tsang-sing 111,000 X 
22  Measuring Technical Efficiencies of 
Chinese Airports using Input Distance 
Function Approach 
 
 
 CHOW Kong-wing 
Clement 
30,000 X 
23  Joint Modeling of Customer Purchase and 
Profitability in Direct Marketing: A Hybrid 
Approach 
 
 
 CUI Geng 25,050 X 
24 * Outward Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI) 
of Chinese Firms: Testing the IPLC Model 
and Incomplete Contracts Hypotheses 
 
 
 CUI Geng 107,860 X 
25  The Creation of Customer Value in 
International Trade Shows: A Marketing of 
Competences Approach 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 30,000 X 
26  Item Purification and DIF Assessment in 
New Product Concept Testing 
 
 
 PENG Ling 
 
30,000 X 
27  Angel or Devil? The Adoption of Virtual 
Environment Techniques in New Product 
Evaluation Testing 
 
 
 PENG Ling 
 
98,500 X 
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($) 
Role of 
Institution
 
28 
 
* 
 
How Valid are the Early User versus Expert 
Ratings in Predicting Movie Success? 
 
 
  
PENG Ling 
 
 
105,200 
 
X 
29  The Impact of Knowledge Competences in 
Marketing Processes on New Product 
Performance and Customer Satisfaction 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
86,400 X 
30 * The Impacts of Face Concern and Culture on 
Consumer Reactions to Corporate Social 
Responsible Brands 
 
 
 WAN Chun-ying Lisa 108,000 X 
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Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
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Role of 
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Department of Economics 
 
    
1  FDI, Export and Innovation: A Case Study 
of the High Technology Industry in China 
 
 
 CHEUNG Kui-yin 21,650 X 
2  The Economics of Nanny: Theory and 
Evidence 
 
 
 FAN Cheng-ze Simon 107,000 X 
3 * Remedying Education for the Children in 
Remote Rural Villages: Can Technology 
Help? 
 
 
 FAN Cheng-ze Simon 100,000 X 
4 * How Managerial Entrenchment Affects Loan 
Covenant Violation 
 
 
 JIANG Liangliang 98,010 X 
5  Who Are the Polluters in China? 
Determinants of Pollution Levels in Chinese 
Manufacturing 
 
 
 LIN Ping 118,500 X 
6 * Full Integration or Partial Separation: 
Second Thoughts on Gains and Pains from 
Financial Globalization 
 
 
 RAN Qiming Jimmy 94,853 X 
7  Socio-Economic Impacts of Global 
Financial Crisis on China: A Psychometric 
Model of Information Mediation, Fear 
Perception, and Decision Processing 
 
 
 VOON Jan-piaw 
Thomas 
97,500 X 
8 * Determinants of Willingness to Pay for 
Organic Food 
 
 
 VOON Jan-piaw 
Thomas 
79,700 X 
9  Housing Price and Household Consumption 
in China 
 
 
 WEI Xiangdong 117,000 X 
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10 
 
* 
 
Quality Assurance, Product Differentiation 
and the Patterns of Intermediated Trade in 
China 
 
 
  
ZHANG Yifan 
 
96,320 
 
X 
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Investigator 
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Grant Received 
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Role of 
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  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
 
    
1  The Changing Political Culture among 
Contemporary Chinese University Students 
 
 
 CHAN Che-po 28,500 X 
2  A Comparative Study of China-Japan and 
Taiwan-Japan Relations 
 
 
 CHUNG Chien-peng 66,000 X 
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Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
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  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
   
3  Residents’ Health Profile in a Yi Tribe 
Village, China 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
96,200 X 
4  Piloting an “Older Storyteller” Programme in 
a Tuen Mun Kindergarten 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
91,500 X 
5  Adolescent Sexualities in Hong Kong – An 
Exploratory Study 
 
 
 CHAN Hau-nung 
Annie 
35,420 X 
6  Adolescent Values on Sexuality in Hong 
Kong – an Exploratory Study 
 
 
 CHAN Hau-nung 
Annie 
28,000 X 
7  Trait Dispositional Biases on Performance 
Appraisal Accuracy 
 
 
 CHENG Hing-cheung 
Kevin 
95,500 X 
8  An Investigation of Individual and 
Organizational Factors in Influencing 
Psychological Health and Job Outcomes of 
Older Chinese Workers 
 
 
 CHEUNG Yue-lok 
Francis 
80,980 X 
9  Family Stress and Coping Strategies in 
Beijing Families: A Study of How Families 
Respond to the Impact of Social Change 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 119,975 X 
10  The Attitude and Behaviour of the "Post 80's 
Generation" in China on Marriage and the 
Family - A Comparative Study of the Young 
Adults from the One-child Families with the 
Non-one-child Families in Harbin City 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 30,000 X 
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Project Title 
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Investigator 
Net Amount of 
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($) 
Role of 
Institution
 
11 
  
A Study of the New Generation under 
One-child Policy in China 
 
 
  
KWOK Hong-kin 
 
113,000 
 
X 
12  The Impact of Global Financial Tsunami 
towards Middle Class Families in 
Guangzhou: Their Attitudes and Strategies 
in Response 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 30,000 X 
13  An International Evaluation of Work-family 
Balance: Validation of the Work-family 
Balance Measure and Theoretical Model 
(Phases 2 & 3) 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 120,000 X 
14 * A Longitudinal Study on the Factors and 
Processes Enabling Work-Family Enrichment 
among Employees in Hong Kong and China 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 99,953 X 
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No. 
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Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
    
1  A Study of Li Cuihua's (黎翠華) Prose 
 
 
 CHAN Tak-kam 18,800 X 
2  Rhythm in the Poetry of Shu Xiangcheng 
(Shu Hongshing)（舒巷城詩中的節奏） 
 
 
 CHAN Wai-ying 
 
33,120 X 
3  《淡影乾坤》(Soft Silhouettes of the World) 
cum 《莫愁湖畔》(By the Griefless Lake) 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
30,000 X 
4  A Concordance to the Shi/Ci Poems of Zhu 
Shuzhen 朱淑真  (1078?-1138?) and Li 
Qingzhao 李 清 照  (1084-1155?), with 
Critical Introduction 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
92,120 X 
5 * A Concordance to the Poems of Wu Zetian 武
則天 (624-705), Li Ye 李冶 (?-784), 薜濤
(c. 770-832) and Yu Xuanji 魚玄機 (?-868) 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
100,000 X 
6  Human-alien(species) Love Tales in 
Classical Chinese Fiction（中國古典小說中
的異類戀） 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
61,403 X 
7  Adapted Identities: A Study of Hong Kong 
Literature and Film in the 1950s and 1960s 
 
 
 LEUNG Ping-kwan 91,000 X 
8  Adapting English Novels into Hong Kong 
Screen: A Study of Film and Literature of 
the 1950s 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 30,000 X 
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No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 45 
Department of English 
 
    
1  An English- Chinese Thesaurus of 
Metaphors 
 
 
 GOATLY Andrew P 104,000 X 
2  Art Songs: Modern Poem Settings as 
Literary Adaptation 
 
 
 INGHAM Michael A 89,000 X 
3  Patterns of Variation in Hong Kong English 
Phonology 
 
 
 SEWELL Andrew J 1,000 X 
4  A Comparison of Rhetorical Pattern 
Comprehension in Two Cultures 
 
 
 SHARP Alastair I 25,000 X 
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No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
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Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
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  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
    
1 * A Historical Study of Translation Activities 
in Medieval Asia based on Xuanzang's 
Pilgrimage (627-645 AD) from China to 
India 
 
 
 LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 86,965 X 
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No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 50 
Department of History 
 
    
1  Confucianism, Colonialism, and the Cold 
War: Chinese Cultural Education at Hong 
Kong’s New Asia College, 1949-76 
 
 
 CHOU Ai-ling Grace 8,000 X 
2  Living with Death in the Early Modern 
Atlantic: The Case of British St. Helena 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 70,701 X 
3  Living with Death in the Early Modern 
Atlantic: Britons in the Bahamas before 
1783 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 74,940 X 
4 * Suez, the Indian Ocean and the French 
Imaginaire, 1814-1830 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 59,488 X 
5 * Hong Kong and Britishness, 1945-1997 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 74,200 X 
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No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
  
1  A Critical Study of the Role of Educational 
Drama in the Teaching of Cultural Criticism
 
 
 CHAN Ching-kiu 
Stephen 
95,000 X 
2  Women’s Sustainable Development and 
Educational Work for Peace – A Study of 
the Nobel Peace Prize Nominees from Hong 
Kong, Mainland China, and Taiwan 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 113,000 X 
3  Reconstructing the Cultural Aspirations of 
Middle-classness among Young Adults: An 
Empirical Investigation 
 
 
 ERNI John N 30,000 X 
4  Human Rights as Legal-cultural Struggles: 
Examining Three Landmark Cases and Issues 
in Post-1997 Hong Kong 
 
 
 ERNI John N 95,000 X 
5 * Sex/Text: A Netnographic Analysis of 
Internet Sex Chatting and ‘Vernacular 
Masculinity’ in Hong Kong 
 
 
 ERNI John N 108,000 X 
6  Radio Phone-in Culture in Hong Kong: The 
Case of RTHK's "The Millenium" and 
"Freeline Phone-In" / "Constructing" Public 
Opinion: The Challenges of RTHK (as 
Public Service Broadcasting) in Hong Kong 
 
 
 LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 30,000 X 
7  Transformation of a Subsidized Performing 
Arts Group - A Preliminary Study of the 
Emergence of PIP Cultural Industries Ltd. as 
a Cultural Enterprise in Hong Kong 
 
 
 LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 97,500 X 
8  Cultural Discourses of the Christian Right 
in Hong Kong 
 
 YAU Ching 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Philosophy 
 
  
9 * Character and Characters: On the Aesthetics 
and Metaphysics of Fictional 
Characterization 
 
 
 LIVINGSTON Paisley 
N 
81,500 X 
10 * The Concept of Death and the Growth of 
Death Awareness among University Students 
in Hong Kong: A Study of the Efficacy of 
Death Education Programmes in Hong Kong 
Universities 
 
 
 WONG Wai-ying 96,500 X 
11  Normativity, Intentionality, and Evolution 
 
 
 ZHENG Yujian 64,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 51 
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
 
  
12  Research on Hong Kong Chinese  
(港式中文研究) 
 
 
 LI Fei 86,500 X 
13  A Pilot Research on Further Development 
and Enhancement of Chinese Final Test – 
The Written Chinese Proficiency Test at 
Lingnan University 
 
 
 WANG Lingling 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
     
1  Hong Kong Economy 2009 
 
 HO Lok-sang 3,150 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
 
 
 
2 * Full Integration or Partial Separation: 
Second Thought on Gains and Pains 
from Financial Globalization 
 
 
 RAN Qiming 
Jimmy 
80,000 HK 
Industries 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
 
     
1  China and the Uighurs  CHUNG 
Chien-peng 
2,500 Non-HK 
Other 
 
 
X 
2 * China’s Approaches to 
Institutionalizing Multilateral 
Political-Economic Cooperation in Asia 
and the Pacific 
 
 
 CHUNG 
Chien-peng 
77,500 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
3 * The Role of Japan in ‘China-led’ Asian 
Pacific Regional Organizations 
 
 
 CHUNG 
Chien-peng 
55,210 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal  
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
   
4  Study on Quality of Life of Aged 
Blind 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
100,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations
 
 
X 
5  Evaluation Study on the New Mode 
of Enhanced Home and Community 
Care Service 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
60,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations
 
 
X 
6 * An Exploratory Study of Neglect 
among Elderly in Hong Kong: A 
Family Perspective 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
480,000 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
7 * Ha Fa Village’s Need Assessment 
Study 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
50,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations
 
 
X 
8 * A Study to Investigate the Key 
Factors of Accident Proneness among 
Elderly Passengers in MTR’s Light 
Rail System 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 168,000 HK Other X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
     
1  《七雙河》  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
 
 
X 
2  《淡影乾坤》  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
 
 
X 
3  《莫愁湖畔》  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
 
 
X 
4 * 《烟雨閒燈》  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
 
 
X 
5 * Female and Fate-Study of the 
Cantonese Opera and Cantonese Opera 
Films  
(女性與命運－粵劇與粵語戲曲電影
論集) 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping 
Grace 
23,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
X 
6 * The Identify, Issues and Development 
of Hong Kong Literature: Hong Kong 
Literature History International 
Conference, and Conference 
Proceedings Publication Project 
(「香港文學的定位、論題及研究」香
港文學史國際學術研討會及會議論文
集出版計劃) 
 
 
 LEUNG Ping-kwan 314,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution
 
7 
 
* 
 
The Identify, Issues and Development 
of Hong Kong Literature, Extension 
Research Project: Bibliography of Hong 
Kong Literature in Foreign Languages 
(「香港文學的定位、論題及研究」延
伸計劃：香港文學外譯書目) 
 
 
  
LEUNG Ping-kwan
 
73,105 
 
Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
 
X 
8 * Hong Kong Literature: Succession to 
Traditions and Metamorphosis 
(「香港文學的傳承與轉化」出版計劃)
 
 
 LEUNG Ping-kwan 24,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
X 
9  《中國文學思想史》（先秦兩漢）  WANG Chun-hong
 
 
31,050 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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Department of History 
 
     
1  Annals of Hong Kong  
 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 335,580 
 
Non-HK 
Other 
X 
2 * Soong Ching Ling in Hong Kong 
(1937-1941) 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 88,262 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
     
1  An Action Research Proposal on 
Women, Environment, Livelihood, 
Culture, and Peace – A Documentary 
Film 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 33,000 HK Other X 
2  Networking and Exchange Activities on 
the Experiences of Peace Women’s 
Work on Environmental Protection, 
Sustainable Livelihood and the 
Rebuilding of Community Culture 
within China (Second Phase) 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 370,700 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations
 
X 
3 * Curriculum Development, Knowledge 
Enhancement, Pedagogy and Internal 
Assessment: A Sustainable Collaborative
Project on the Teaching and Learning of 
Liberal Studies in NSS Curriculum 
 
 
 HUI Po-keung 809,700 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
4 * Professional Development Programme: 
Independent Enquiry Studies in the 
New Senior Secondary Liberal Studies 
Curriculum 
 
 
 HUI Po-keung 270,400 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations
X 
5 * Ecological Security & Environmental 
Justice Programme 
 
 
 LAU Kin-chi 429,170 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
6  Fan Culture / Lover Icon: A Historical 
Reinterpretation of the Artistic Life of 
Cantonese Opera Icon Yam Kim Fai 
 
 
 LI Siu-leung 50,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
 
X 
7 * Major Plays of Hong Kong Cantonese 
Opera: A Translation Project 
 
 
 LI Siu-leung 292,675 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
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8 
 
* 
 
Hong Kong Xiqu and Cultural 
Promotion 
 
  
LI Siu-leung 
 
100,000 
 
Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
 
 
 
X 
9  Problems of Subject Formation in Hong 
Kong Queer Cinema 
 
 
 YAU Ching 121,300 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
 
   
10  漢語詩律演變研究隋、初唐部分
 
 
 LI Fei 76,600 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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# Student 
48 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
    
1 《〈紅樓夢〉與家族企業管治》 (A Dream of the Red 
Chambers and Corporate Governance of Family 
Business)，香港：商務印書館，2009 年 9 月，168
頁 
CHAN Koon-hung, MO Lai-lan 
Phyllis and WONG Shui-chun 
11 A 0.6667 
2 “Will a Departure from Tax-based Accounting 
Encourage Tax Noncompliance? Archival Evidence 
from a Transition Economy”, Journal of Accounting 
and Economics, 50(1), May 2010, pp 58-73 
CHAN Koon-hung, LIN 
Zhen-pin Kenny and MO 
Lai-lan Phyllis 
21 A 1 
3 “Government Ownership, Institutions, and Auditor 
Reporting Behavior”, Proceedings of American 
Accounting Association (AAA) 2009 Annual Meeting 
on “Accounting at a Tipping Point”, AAA, New York, 
USA, Aug 2009 (On-line version) 
CHAN Koon-hung, LIN 
Zhen-pin Kenny and WONG 
Yeuk-ha Brossa 
32 A 1 
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# Student 
49 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
4 “Audit Collusion in China: A Joint Effort of 
Bureaucrats, SOE Managers, and Local Auditors”, 
presented at The Canadian Academic Accounting 
Association (CAAA) Annual Conference 2010, 
organized by CAAA, Vancouver, Canada, 27-29 May 
2010 
CHAN Koon-hung, LIN 
Zhen-pin Kenny and WANG 
Rita 
33 A 0.6667 
5 “The Influence of Banks on Auditor Choice and 
Auditor Reporting in Japan”, Jun 2010 
JIANG Jin# 63 B 1 
6 “The Incentives and Disincentives for Corporate 
Social Responsibilities Reporting - The Chinese 
Perspective”, presented at 14th International 
Conference for ISO9000 and TQM (14-ICIT), 
organized by University of Scranton, Northeastern 
Pennsylvania Industrial Resource Center, USA, 
Coventry University, UK; Hang Seng School of 
Commerce, Hong Kong, and Asia-Pacific Business 
Excellence Standard Academy, Hong Kong, Scranton, 
USA, 5-7 Apr 2010 
LEE T S, LEE Grace Meina 
and SHAFER William E 
33 B 0.6667 
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# Student 
50 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
7 “Can Corporate Governance Deter Management from 
Manipulating Earnings? Evidence from Related-Party 
Sales Transactions in China”, Journal of Corporate 
Finance, 16(2), Apr 2010, pp 225-35 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
21 A 0.3334 
8 “Enhancing Green Tax Measures in Hong Kong: A 
Means of Addressing the City’s Environmental 
Problems”, Jun 2010 
LU Yuzhu# 63 B 1 
9 “Resource Tax Reform in China”, presented at 
Deloitte Tax Championship 2009 (Essay Competition), 
organized by Deloitte China, 28-30 Oct 2009 [Merit 
Paper Award] 
LU Yuzhu# 64 B 1 
10 “Using an Outcome-Based Education Approach to 
Facilitate Student Learning in Financial Accounting in 
Hong Kong”, Proceedings of the American Society of 
Business and Behavioral Sciences (ASBBS) - 17th 
Annual Conference, 17(1), Las Vegas, USA, Feb 2010, 
pp 944-9 
LUI Man-ching Gladie and 
SHUM Connie 
32 A 0.5 
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# Student 
51 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
11 “Impact of Remuneration Committee on Directors’ 
Remuneration in Hong Kong”, Proceedings of 10th 
Annual Hawaii International Conference on Business, 
Hawaii International Conference on Business, 
Honolulu, USA, May 2010 (CD-Rom version) 
LUI Man-ching Gladie, SHUM 
Connie and WONG Ada 
32 A 0.3334 
12 “Social Paradigms in China and the West”, Corporate 
Social Responsibility in Asia, Kyoko Fukukawa (ed), 
London and New York: Routledge, 2010, pp 23-44 
SHAFER William E 12 A 1 
13 “Ethical Climate, Organizational-professional Conflict 
and Organizational Commitment: A Study of Chinese 
Auditors”, Accounting, Auditing and Accountability 
Journal, 22(7), 2009, pp 1087-110 
SHAFER William E 21 A 1 
14 “Effects of Ethical Context on Conflict and 
Commitment among Chinese Accountants”, 
Managerial Auditing Journal, 25(4), Spring 2010, pp 
377-400 
SHAFER William E and 
WANG Zhihong 
21 A 0.5 
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# Student 
52 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
15 “The Emergence of Legal Protection for Investors in 
China”, China’s Emerging Financial Markets: 
Challenges and Opportunities, James R Barth, John A 
Tatom and Glenn Yago (eds), New York: Springer & 
Milken Institute, 2009, pp 593-616 
LIN Chen, SHUM Chun-yau 
Clement and WONG Man-lai 
Sonia 
12 A 0.3334 
16 “Effects of a Business Ethics Elective on Hong Kong 
Undergraduates’ Attitudes Towards Corporate Ethics 
and Social Responsibility”, Business and Society, Dec 
2009 (on-line version) 
[http://bas.sagepub.com/pap.dtl] 
SIMMONS Richard S, 
SHAFER William E and 
SNELL Robin S 
21 A 0.6667 
17 “Green Taxes: Making Hong Kong a Cleaner and 
Greener City”, ACCA News Update for Hong Kong 
Students, Issue 25, Spring 2010, pp 4-7 
LU Yuzhu# and SIMMONS 
Richard S 
22 A 1 
18 “Auditor Type, Firm Ownership and Auditor 
Reporting under a Joint Audit Requirement: 
Exploratory Evidence from India”, Jun 2010 
ZOU Ting# 63 B 1 
    
Sub-total 13.6670 
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# Student 
53 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
    
1 “Does Using Mobile Device Applications Lead to 
Learning?”, Interactive Learning Research, 20(4), Oct 
2009, pp 469-85 
VOGEL D, KENNEDY David 
M and KWOK RCW 
21 A 0.3334 
2 “Editorial”, International Journal of Continuing 
Engineering Education and Life-Long Learning, 
20(1), 2010, pp 1-5 
KENNEDY David M and 
KOMMERS Piet 
21 A 0.5 
3 “Using Handhelds to Support Students’ Outdoor 
Educational Activities”, International Journal of 
Continuing Engineering Education and Life-Long 
Learning, 20(1), 2010, pp 54-71 
CHURCHILL Daniel, 
KENNEDY David M, FLINT 
David and COTTON Nick 
21 A 0.25 
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# Student 
54 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
4 “Creating Learning Environments that are both 
Teacher and Student Centred, Simultaneously: 
Opportunities and Issues”, Proceedings of The 16th 
International Conference of the Association for 
Learning Technology Conference (ALT-C) 2009 on 
“ ‘In dreams begins responsibility’ - Choice, Evidence, 
and Change”, ALT, Manchester, UK, Sep 2009 
(on-line version) 
KENNEDY David M 31 B 1 
5 “An International Survey of Mature Students’ Uses of 
Mobile Devices in Life and Learning”, Proceedings of 
World Conference on Mobile and Contextual Learning 
(mLearn2009), Orlando, USA, Oct 2009, pp 143 
KUKULSKA-HULME A, 
PETTIT J, BRADLEY L, 
CARVALHO A, 
HERRINGTON A and 
KENNEDY David M and 
WALKER A 
32 A 0.1429 
6 “The Evolution of the Relational Self-concept through 
Social Encounters in an Educational Virtual 
Environment”, presented at the International 
Conference on Teaching and Learning with 
Technology (iCTLT2010), Singapore, 2-6 Mar 2010 
KNUTZEN Brant and 
KENNEDY David M 
33 A 0.5 
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# Student 
55 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
7 “A Moodle Block for m-Learning”, presented at the 
4th World Information Technology Forum, organized 
by the International Federation for Information 
Processing and the Government of Vietnam, Hanoi, 
Vietnam, 26-28 Aug 2009 
KENNEDY David M 33 B 1 
8 “mLearning, Mobility and Change: Broadening the 
Conversation”, presented at the Innovations in 
Teaching and Learning Conference, organized by 
University of Maryland, College Park, USA, 23 Apr 
2010 
KENNEDY David M 33 B 1 
9 “mLearning: Is 2010 the Year We are Really Ready?”, 
presented at the e-Learning Forum Asia 2010, 
organized by Dong Hwa University, Hualien, Taiwan, 
27-29 Apr 2010 
KENNEDY David M 33 B 1 
10 “Novel Homoclinic and Heteroclinic Solutions for the 
2D Complex Cubic Ginzburg-Landau Equation”, 
Physics Letters A, 374(2), Dec 2009, pp 258-63 
HUANG Jian, LENG 
Mingming and DAI Zhengde 
21 A 0.3334 
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# Student 
56 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
11 “A Note on Optimal ‘Riskless’ and ‘Risk’ Prices for 
the Newsvendor Problem with an Assembly Cost”, 
International Journal of Inventory Research, 1(2), Apr 
2010, pp 209-19 
LENG Mingming and 
PARLAR Mahmut 
21 A 0.5 
12 “A Note on the Comparison between Optimal 
‘Riskless’ and ‘Risk’ Prices for the Newsvendor 
Problem”, presented at The Second Annual 
Conference of The Overseas Chinese Scholars 
Association in Management Science and Engineering 
(OCSAMSE) on “The Art and Science of 
Manufacturing and Service”, organized by 
OCSAMSE, Shanghai, PRC, 6-8 Jul 2009 
LENG Mingming 33 A 1 
13 “A Note on Optimal Stock Factor and Base Price for 
an Assembly Supply Chain”, presented at Production 
and Operations Management Society (POMS) 2010 
Annual Conference on “Operations in Emerging 
Economies”, organized by POMS, Vancouver, Canada, 
7-10 May 2010 
LENG Mingming 33 A 1 
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# Student 
57 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
14 “Profiting from ‘Christmas Creep’: Pricing, 
Free-Shipping Threshold and Inventory Decisions for 
Online Retailers”, presented at a Research Seminar, 
organized by The University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong, Feb 2010 
LENG Mingming 33 B 1 
15 Staffing Level Analysis for a Product Inspection 
Process: Applying Simulation Techniques and Queuing 
Theory to a Real World Problem, LAP Lambert 
Academic Publishing, Mar 2010, 52 pages 
LIANG Liping 11 B 1 
16 “Designing Service Level Agreements for Inventory 
Management”, presented at Production and Operations 
Management Society (POMS) 2010 Annual 
Conference on “Operations in Emerging Economies”, 
organized by POMS, Vancouver, Canada, 7-10 May 
2010 
LIANG Liping and ATKINS 
Derek 
33 A 0.5 
17 “Illusion of Wireless Security”, Advances in 
Computers Vol 79, Marvin V Zelkowitz (ed), Elsevier 
Inc, Mar 2010, pp 119-67 
LOO Wai-sing Alfred 12 A 1 
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# Student 
58 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
18 “Parallel Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms on 
Graphics Processing Units”, Proceedings of The 2009 
Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference, 
Association for Computing Machinery, Montréal, 
Canada, 8-12 Jul 2009, pp 2515-22 
WONG Man-leung 32 A 1 
19 “Web Services Conversations for B2B Electronic 
Commerce”, Proceedings of Academy of International 
Business Southeast Asia Regional Conference on 
“Revitalizing the Global Economy: Challenges and 
Strategies for Sustainable Growth”, Hong Kong 
Institute of Business Studies of Lingnan University 
and Lee Shau Kee School of Business and 
Administration of The Open University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, Dec 2009 (CD-Rom version) 
YEUNG Wing-lok 32 A 1 
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# Student 
59 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
20 “Formalizing Exception Handling in WS-CDL and 
WS-BPEL for Conformance Verification”, 
Proceedings of Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers, Inc (IEEE) International Conference on 
Service-Oriented Computing and Applications 
(SOCA’09), IEEE, Taipei, Taiwan, Dec 2009, pp 262-9 
(On-line version) 
YEUNG Wing-lok 32 A 1 
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# Student 
60 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
    
21 “L-GEM Based MCS Aided Candlestick Pattern 
Investment Strategy in the Shenzhen Stock Market”, 
Proceedings of 2009 International Conference on 
Machine Learning and Cybernetics, Vol 1, Baoding, 
PRC, Jul 2009, pp 243-8 
WEI Xiao, NG WY Wing, 
FIRTH Michael A, YEUNG S 
Daniel, CAI Gaoyang, LI 
Jincheng and SUN Binbin 
32 A 0.1429 
22 “CEO Pay, Firm Performance, and Corporate 
Governance in Indian Listed Firms”, International 
Journal of Corporate Governance, 1(3), 2009, pp 
227-40 
JAISWALL Manju and FIRTH 
Michael A 
21 A 0.5 
23 “Can Corporate Governance Deter Management from 
Manipulating Earnings? Evidence from Related-Party 
Sales Transactions in China”, Journal of Corporate 
Finance, 16(2), Apr 2010, pp 225-35 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
21 A 0.3333 
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# Student 
61 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
24 “Friend or Foe? The Role of State and Mutual Fund 
Ownership in the Split Share Structure Reform in 
China”, Journal of Financial and Quantitative 
Analysis, 45(3), Jun 2010, pp 685-706 
FIRTH Michael A, LIN Chen 
and ZOU Hong 
21 A 0.3334 
25 “Auditor Choice, Audit Fees and Internal Governance 
in Family Firms”, presented at the Inaugural 
Conference on Financial Reporting, Auditing and 
Governance, organized by Lehigh University, 
Bethlehem, USA, 23 Apr 2010 
HE Shaohua# and BIN Srinidhi 33 A 0.5 
26 “Auditor Choice, Audit Fees and Internal Governance 
in Family Firms”, Jun 2010 
HE Shaohua# 63 B 1 
27 “Solicited and Unsolicited Credit Ratings: A Global 
Perspective”, presented at 2009 Conference on “Credit 
Ratings, Credit Rating Agencies and their 
Developments in Asia”, organized by The Asian 
Development Bank Institute, Tokyo, Japan, Jul 2009 
POON Pui-han Winnie and 
CHAN Kam C 
33 B 0.5 
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# Student 
62 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
28 “The Emergence of Legal Protection for Investors in 
China”, China’s Emerging Financial Markets: 
Challenges and opportunities, James R Barth, John A 
Tatom and Glenn Yago (eds), New York: Springer & 
Milken Institute, 2009, pp 593-616 
LIN Chen, SHUM Chun-yau 
Clement and WONG Man-lai 
Sonia 
12 A 0.3333 
29 “From Scorned to Loved? ‘The Political Economy of 
the Development of the Stock Market in China’ ”, 
Global Economic Review, 38(4), 2009, pp 409-29 
WONG Man-lai Sonia and 
YAN Yong 
21 A 0.5 
30 “Sales Maximization or Profit Maximization? How 
State Shareholders Discipline Their CEOs in China”, 
Proceedings of The Asian Conference on the Social 
Sciences 2010: “East Meets West in Pursuit of a 
Sustainable World”, The International Academic 
Forum, Osaka, Japan, Jun 2010 (CD-Rom version) 
WONG Man-lai Sonia, OPPER 
Sonja and YANG Yong 
32 A 0.3334 
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# Student 
63 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
31 “Corporate Philanthropic Behavior in Emerging 
Markets: Evidence from a Natural Experiment”, 
Proceedings of Asian Finance Association (AsianFA) 
2010 International Conference on “New Horizons in 
Finance for Asia and the Region”, AsianFA, Bangkok, 
Thailand, Jun/Jul 2010 (On-line version) 
WONG Man-lai Sonia, LI Wei 
and SHU Haibing 
32 A 0.3334 
32 “Does Tax Convexity Matter for Risk? A Dynamic 
Study of Tax Asymmetry and Equity Beta”, presented 
at 2010 Annual Conference of European Financial 
Management Association (EFMA) and FMA Annual 
Conference, Aarhus, Denmark, 23-26 Jun 2010 
LEI Adrian, LAM Keith and 
YICK Ho-yin Martin 
33 B 0.3334 
33 “Information Content of Implied Volatilities And 
Model-Free Volatility Expectations: Evidence from 
Options Written on Individual Stocks”, Journal of 
Banking and Finance, 34(4), Apr 2010, pp 871-81 
TAYLOR Stephen J, YADAV 
Pradeep K and ZHANG 
Yuanyuan 
21 A 0.3334 
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# Student 
64 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
    
34 “Developing the Strategic Resources of Chinese 
Entrepreneurial Firms”, Leadership and Organization 
Development Journal, 31(3), 2010, pp 213-29 
CHEN Yifeng, CHAO Chen-ho 
Mike and TJOSVOLD Dean W 
21 A 0.6667 
35 “Cooperative Goals and Team Agreeableness 
Composition for Constructive Controversy in China”, 
Asia Pacific Journal of Management, 27(1), Mar 
2010, pp 139-53 
WANG Zheng, CHEN Yifeng, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and SHI 
Kan 
22 B 0.5 
36 “Collectivist Values and Coworker Relationships for 
Productive Korean-Chinese Collaboration”, presented 
at 2009 Academy of Management (AoM) Annual 
Meeting on “Green Management Matters”, organized 
by AoM, Chicago, USA, 7-11 Aug 2009 
CHEN Yifeng, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W, PAN Yuejie, CHAO 
Chen-ho Mike and LAIO Y 
33 A 0.4 
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# Student 
65 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
37 “A Copula Model for Dependent Competing Risks”, 
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series C, 
59(2), Mar 2010, pp 359-76 
LO Ming-sum Simon and 
WILKE Ralf A 
21 A 0.5 
38 “Targeting the High Value Customers in Direct 
Marketing: A Quantile Regression Approach”, 
Proceedings of The 2010 Institute for Operations 
Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS) 
Marketing Science Conference, INFORMS Society for 
Marketing Science, Cologne, Germany, Jun 2010 
(CD-Rom version) 
LO Ming-sum Simon, CUI 
Geng and ZHANG Xi 
31 A 0.3334 
39 “Representational Predicaments at Three Hong Kong 
Sites”, Organization Studies, 30(7), Jul 2009, pp 
779-802 
SNELL Robin S and WONG 
Mei-ling May 
21 A 1 
40 “Knowledge Flow and Boundary Crossing at the 
Periphery of a MNC”, International Business Review, 
18(6), Dec 2009, pp 539-54 
HONG Fok-loi Jacky, SNELL 
Robin S and 
EASTERBY-SMITH Mark 
21 A 0.3334 
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# Student 
66 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
41 “Effects of a Business Ethics Elective on Hong Kong 
Undergraduates’ Attitudes Towards Corporate Ethics 
and Social Responsibility”, Business and Society, Dec 
2009 (on-line version) 
[http://bas.sagepub.com/pap.dtl] 
SIMMONS Richard S, 
SHAFER William E and 
SNELL Robin S 
21 A 0.3333 
42 “Course-embedded Assessment of Learning Outcomes 
for the BBA Programme: Lessons from Experience”, 
Proceedings of the 3-3-4 Symposium: Enhancing & 
Assessing Students’ Learning Outcomes for the New 
4-Year Curriculum, Heads of Universities Committee 
(HUCOM) and The Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University, Hong Kong, Dec 2009 (on-line version) 
SNELL Robin S 31 D 1 
43 “Assurance of Learning Journeys: From Lost in the 
Wilderness to Path-Finding Adventures”, Proceedings 
of AACSB First Asian Regional Conference, AACSB, 
Singapore, May 2010 (on-line version) 
SNELL Robin S 31 D 1 
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# Student 
67 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
44 “Knowledge Co-Creation Involving a Foreign 
Subsidiary in China and Its Local Suppliers: A Case 
Study”, poster presented at 2009 Academy of 
Management (AoM) Annual Meeting on “Green 
Management Matters”, organized by AoM, Chicago, 
USA, 7-11 Aug 2009 
HONG Fok-loi Jacky and 
SNELL Robin S 
33 A 0.5 
45 “Does Company Size Make a Difference to 
Employees’ Experiences of Representational 
Predicaments?”, presented at The 11th West Lake 
International Conference on Small and Medium 
Businesses, organized by Hangzhou Municipal 
Government, Zhejiang University of Technology, 
Zhejiang Small & Medium Enterprises Bureau, and 
World Association of Industrial & Technological 
Research Organizations, Hangzhou, PRC, Oct 2009 
CHAK Man-kuen Almaz and 
SNELL Robin S 
33 A 0.5 
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# Student 
68 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
46 “Do We Practice What We Value and Do We Value 
What We Practice? An Introspective Journey from 
Hong Kong to Georgia, USA, with Stops in Sweden 
and Italy, as well as in India and UK”, presented at 
International Conference on Organizational Learning, 
Knowledge and Capabilities 2010, organized by 
Northeastern University, Boston, USA, 4-6 Jun 2010 
ÖRTENBLAD Anders R, 
AKELLA Devi, PERROTTA 
Manuela and SNELL Robin S 
33 A 0.25 
47 “Representational Predicaments at Work: Why They 
May Happen, Why They Should Be of Concern, and 
What Might Be Done About Them”, presented at 
Management Research Seminars 2009, organized by 
School of Management at the University of South 
Australia, Adelaide, Australia, 29 Jul 2009 
SNELL Robin S 33 B 1 
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# Student 
69 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
48 “An Exploratory Study of Individual Member 
Perspectives on Corporate Volunteerism in Hong 
Kong”, presented at ECSA 2009 Central Seminar 
Series - Special Seminar, organized by Ethics Centre 
of South Australia, Adelaide, Australia, 28 Jul 2009; 
and also presented at a seminar, organized by 
Department of Marketing, Hong Kong Baptist 
University, Hong Kong, Nov 2009 
SNELL Robin S and WONG L 
Y Amy 
33 B 0.5 
49 “Outcomes Based Approach in Search of Learning 
Technologies: A Cry for Help?”, presented at a 
seminar, organized by Teaching and Learning Centre, 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, Oct 2009 
SNELL Robin S 33 D 1 
50 “Ethical Preferences for Influencing Superiors: A 
41-Society Study”, Journal of International Business 
Studies, 40(6), Aug 2009, pp 1022-45 
RALSTON David A, EGRI 
Carolyn P, DE LA GARZA 
CARRANZA María Teresa, 
RAMBURUTH Prem, 
TERPSTRA-TONG Jane, 
PEKERTI Andre A, GIRSON 
Ilya, HERRIG Harald, DABIC 
Marina, TANG Mo-lin 
Moureen, WAN Man-kei 
21 A 0.0408 
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70 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
Paulina, HALLINGER Philip, 
PALMER Ian, ELENKOV 
Detelin S, FURRER Olivier, 
POTOCAN Vojko V, 
WANGENHEIM Florian V, 
MAIGNAN Isabelle, 
PERREWÉ Pamela L, ROSSI 
Ana Maria, LENARTOWICZ 
Tomasz, LEDGERWOOD 
Donna E, MAY Ruth C, 
WEBER Mark J, JESUINO 
Jorge C, FU Ping-ping, 
NAOUMOVA Irina, CASADO 
Tania, RIDDLE Liesl, 
RICHARDS Malika, BUTT 
Arif N, DANIS Wade M, 
CASTRO Francisco B, 
RUIZ-GUTIÉRREZ Jaime, 
MILTON Laurie P, ANSARI 
Mahfooz A, BROCK David M, 
SRINIVASAN Narasimhan, 
STARKUS Arunas, DALGIC 
Tevfik, LEÓN-DARDER Fidel, 
THANH Hung Vu, MOON 
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# Student 
71 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
Yong-lin, CHIA Ho Beng, 
KUO Min-Hsun Christine, 
MOLTENI Mario, 
KANGASNIEMI Maria, 
MELLAHI Kamel and 
WALLACE Alan 
51 “A Multi-Society Examination of the Impact of 
Psychological Resources on Stressor-Strain 
Relationships”, Journal of International Business 
Studies, 41(4), May 2010, pp 652-70 
RALSTON David A, LEE 
Chay-hoon, PERREWÉ Pamela 
L, VAN DEUSEN Cheryl A, 
VOLLMER Günther R, 
MAIGNAN Isabelle, TANG 
Mo-lin Moureen, WAN 
Man-kei Paulina and ROSSI 
Ana Maria 
21 A 0.2222 
52 “Team Training in China: Testing and Applying the 
Theory of Cooperation and Competition”, Journal of 
Applied Social Psychology, 40(1), Jan 2010, pp 
101-34 
LU Jiafang, TJOSVOLD Dean 
W and SHI Kan 
21 A 0.3334 
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72 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
53 “Conflict Management for Justice, Innovation and 
Strategic Advantage in Organizational Relationships”, 
Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 40(3), Mar 
2010, pp 636-65 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, WONG 
Shiu-ho Alfred and WAN 
Man-kei Pauline 
21 A 1 
54 “Codes of Conduct for Open-Minded Discussion and 
Resolution of Ethical Issues in China”, presented at a 
Conference on “Construction of Social Integrity”, 
organized by Center for Business Ethics at the 
University of International Business and Economics, 
Beijing, PRC, Oct 2009; and also Journal of 
International Business Ethics, 2(2), Oct 2009, pp 3-20 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, SNELL 
Robin S and SU Fang Sofia 
22 B 0.6667 
55 “Conflict Management for Effective Leader 
Relationships in the East and West”, Proceedings of 
The 2010 Biennial Conference of the International 
Association for Chinese Management Research 
(IACMR) Conference on “Innovation & Change in 
Chinese Organizations”, IACMR, Shanghai, PRC, Jun 
2010 (CD-Rom version) 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, CHEN 
Yifeng and WONG Shiu-ho 
Alfred 
32 A 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
56 “Conflict and Trust: Partners in Developing 
Organizations”, presented at 23rd Annual Conference 
of International Association for Conflict Management 
(IACM), organized by IACM, Boston, USA, 24-27 
Jun 2010 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and 
CHEN Yifeng 
33 A 1 
57 “Goal Interdependence and Managing Opportunism in 
Supply Chain Partnerships in China”, poster presented 
at 23rd Annual Conference of International 
Association for Conflict Management (IACM), 
organized by IACM, Boston, USA, 24-27 Jun 2010 
WU Lanjun Julie and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
33 A 0.5 
58 “Relationships and Discussion for Privatizing State 
Owned Enterprises in China: Deciding Next Steps”, 
presented at 2009 Academy of Management (AoM) 
Annual Meeting on “Green Management Matters”, 
organized by AoM, Chicago, USA, 7-11 Aug 2009 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, CHEN 
Yifeng, SU Fang Sofia and 
LIAO Yi 
33 B 0.5 
59 Asian Editor, Journal of World Business, 2004-present TJOSVOLD Dean W 61 D 1 
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74 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
60 “The Workplace Identity and Experiences of Female 
Professionals in Hong Kong”, Proceedings of 6th 
Biennial International Interdisciplinary Conference on 
“Gender, Work & Organization”, Gender, Work & 
Organization Journal, Keele, UK, Jun 2010, pp 30 
WONG Mei-ling May 31 A 1 
61 “Innovation by Teams in Shanghai, China: 
Cooperative Goals for Group Confidence and 
Persistence”, British Journal of Management, 20(2), 
2009, pp 238-51 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and LIU 
Chunhong 
21 A 0.6667 
62 “Cross-Functional Team Organizational Citizenship 
Behavior in China: Shared Vision and Goal 
Interdependence among Departments”, Journal of 
Applied Social Psychology, 39(12), Dec 2009, pp 
2879-909 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and LIU 
Chunhong 
21 A 0.6667 
63 “Leadership Values and Learning in China: The 
Mediating Role of Psychological Safety”, Asia Pacific 
Journal of Human Resources, 48(1), Apr 2010, pp 
86-107  
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and LU 
Jiafang 
21 A 0.6667 
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# Student 
75 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
64 “Effective Partnering with Competitors in China: 
Guanxi and Conflict Management”, Proceedings of 
Academy of International Business Southeast Asia 
Regional Conference on “Revitalizing the Global 
Economy: Challenges and Strategies for Sustainable 
Growth”, Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies of 
Lingnan University and Lee Shau Kee School of 
Business and Administration of The Open University 
of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Dec 2009, pp 1-20 
(CD-Rom Version) 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
32 A 1 
65 “Goal Interdependence to Manage Transaction Costs 
in Partnering with Competitors”, Proceedings of The 
2010 Biennial Conference of the International 
Association for Chinese Management Research 
(IACMR) Conference on “Innovation & Change in 
Chinese Organizations”, IACMR, Shanghai, PRC, Jun 
2010 (CD-Rom version) 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, SU 
Fang Sofia, TJOSVOLD Dean 
W and CHEN Yifeng 
32 A 0.75 
66 “Goal Interdependence and Conflict Management for 
Government and Business Collaboration in China”, 
Jun 2010 
WU Xinru# 63 B 1 
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76 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
67 “Impact of Power Distance on Empowerment and 
Team Participation”, Proceedings of The 2010 
Biennial Conference of the International Association 
for Chinese Management Research (IACMR) 
Conference on “Innovation & Change in Chinese 
Organizations”, IACMR, Shanghai, PRC, Jun 2010 
(CD-Rom version) 
ZHANG Yi 32 A 1 
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# Student 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
    
68 “Competition between Foreign and Domestic Brands: 
A Study of Consumer Purchases in China”, Journal of 
Global Marketing, 22(3), 2009, pp 181‐97 CHAN Tsang-sing, CUI Geng and ZHOU Nan 21 A 0.6667 
69 “An Institutional Approach to Alternative Strategic 
Orientations by Ownership Type in Transition 
Economies: Evidence from China’s Non-State 
Ownership Firms”, Proceedings of The 2010 Biennial 
Conference of the International Association for 
Chinese Management Research (IACMR) Conference 
on “Innovation & Change in Chinese Organizations”, 
IACMR, Shanghai, PRC, Jun 2010 (On-line version) 
ZHOU Lianxi and CHAN 
Tsang-sing 
32 A 0.5 
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78 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
70 “The Emergence of an Institution-owned Quality 
Assurance Body in Hong Kong: Rationale, Operations 
and Outcomes”, presented at Association of Southeast 
Asian Institutions of Higher Learning (ASAIHL) 
Conference on “Quality Assurance for Higher 
Education Development”, organized by ASAIHL, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 22-24 Nov 2009 
CHAN Tsang-sing and WONG 
WS 
33 B 0.5 
71 “Efficiencies and Scope Economies of Chinese 
Airports in Moving Passengers and Cargo”, Journal of 
Air Transport Management, 15(6), Nov 2009, pp 
324-9 
CHOW Kong-wing Clement 
and FUNG Ka-yiu Michael 
21 A 0.5 
72 “Investment and the Soft Budget Constraint in China”, 
International Review of Economics and Finance, 
19(2), Apr 2010, pp 219‐27 CHOW Kong‐wing Clement, SONG M Frank and WONG Kit-pong 21 A 0.3334 
73 “Responses of Chinese Consumers to Sex Appeals in 
International Advertising: A Test of Congruency 
Theory”, Journal of Global Marketing, 22(3), 2009, 
pp 229-45 
CUI Geng and YANG Xiaoyan 21 A 0.5 
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79 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
74 “Consumers’ SKU Choices in an Online Supermarket: 
A Latent Class Approach”, Journal of Marketing 
Management, 26(5&6), May 2010, pp 495-514 
CUI Geng and WANG Yanan 21 A 0.5 
75 “The Power of Online Word-Of-Mouse: Sales of New 
Products of Amazon.Com”, Proceedings of The Fourth 
International Conference on e-Business 2009, Institute 
for Systems and Technologies of Information, Control 
and Communication (INSTICC) and The Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Milan, 
Italy, Jul 2009, pp 143-50 [Best Paper Award] 
CUI Geng 31 A 1 
76 “West Meets East: Culturally Incongruent Messages in 
International Advertising”, Proceedings of Consortium 
of International Marketing Research (CIMaR) - 
UIBE-Business School 2009 Joint Conference on 
“International Marketing in or by Firms from 
Emerging Market Economies: Theoretical and 
Empirical Contributions”, University of International 
Business and Economics, Beijing, PRC, Oct 2009 
(CD-Rom version) 
CUI Geng, YANG Xiaoyan and 
LIU Hongyan 
31 A 0.3334 
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80 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
77 “Responses of Chinese Consumers to Sex Appeals in 
Advertising: A Test of Congruency Theory”, 
Proceedings of 2009 Annual Conference of Journal of 
Marketing Science (JMS) on “Economic Environment 
and Marketing”, Business School of Nankai 
University and the Management School of Tianjin 
University, Tianjin, PRC, Oct 2009 (CD-Rom version) 
CUI Geng, YANG Xiaoyan and 
LIU Hongyan 
31 A 0.3334 
78 “Informational or Transformational? Chinese 
Consumer Responses to Different Advertising 
Strategies”, Proceedings of Academy of International 
Business Southeast Asia Regional Conference on 
“Revitalizing the Global Economy: Challenges and 
Strategies for Sustainable Growth”, Hong Kong 
Institute of Business Studies of Lingnan University 
and Lee Shau Kee School of Business and 
Administration of The Open University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, Dec 2009 (CD-Rom Version) 
CUI Geng, YANG Xiaoyan and 
LIU Hongyan 
31 A 0.3334 
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81 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
79 “Inward Activities and the Internationalization of 
Firms: Evidence from China's Emerging Market”, 
Proceedings of The 2010 Biennial Conference of the 
International Association for Chinese Management 
Research (IACMR) Conference on “Innovation & 
Change in Chinese Organizations”, IACMR, 
Shanghai, PRC, Jun 2010 (CD-Rom version) 
LI Haiyang and CUI Geng 31 A 0.5 
80 “Targeting the High Value Customers in Direct 
Marketing: A Quantile Regression Approach”, 
Proceedings of The 2010 Institute for Operations 
Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS) 
Marketing Science Conference, INFORMS Society for 
Marketing Science, Cologne, Germany, Jun 2010 
(CD-Rom version) 
LO Ming-sum Simon, CUI 
Geng and ZHANG Xi 
31 A 0.3333 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
81 “The Role of Holistic Thinking in Advertisement 
Processing: Chinese Consumers’ Responses to 
Different Advertising Strategies”, Proceedings of 
Academy of International Business Southeast Asia 
Regional Conference on “Revitalizing the Global 
Economy: Challenges and Strategies for Sustainable 
Growth”, Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies of 
Lingnan University and Lee Shau Kee School of 
Business and Administration of The Open University 
of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Dec 2009 (CD-Rom 
Version) 
CUI Geng, LIU Hongyan, 
YANG Xiaoyan and WANG 
Haizhong 
32 A 0.25 
82 “Inward Activities and The Internationalization of 
Firms: A Study of Chinese Enterprises”, presented at 
US‐China Relations Conference, Beijing, PRC, 21-23 
Oct 2009 
CUI Geng and LI Haiyang 33 A 0.5 
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83 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
83 “Global Versus Local Brand Failures: Which 
Dissatisfy Consumers More?”, Proceedings of The 
2010 Institute for Operations Research and the 
Management Sciences (INFORMS) Marketing 
Science Conference, INFORMS Society for Marketing 
Science, Cologne, Germany, Jun 2010, pp 81 
GAO Xue# and POON 
Shing‐chung Patrick 32 A 1 
84 “The Effects of Perceived Brand Globalness on 
Consumer Responses to Brand Failures”, Jun 2010 
GAO Xue# 63 B 1 
85 “ ‘Organic’ Country Brand Image and Transference of 
Cultural Meanings: An Anthropological Perspective”, 
Proceedings of Academy of International Business 
Southeast Asia Regional Conference on “Revitalizing 
the Global Economy: Challenges and Strategies for 
Sustainable Growth”, Hong Kong Institute of Business 
Studies of Lingnan University and Lee Shau Kee 
School of Business and Administration of The Open 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Dec 2009 
(CD-Rom Version) 
LEUNG Lai-cheung Leo and 
CHAN Tsang-sing 
32 A 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
86 “Encouraging Extra‐role Behaviour in a Channel 
Context: The Role of Economics‐, Social‐, and 
Justice‐based Sharedness Mechanisms”, Industrial 
Marketing Management, 39(2), Feb 2010, pp 195‐201 
LI Ling-yee Esther 21 A 1 
87 “Factors that Reduce Rigid Product Adaptation 
Decisions: The Case of Exporting Firms in China”, 
Industrial Marketing Management, 39(4), May 2010, 
pp 531-7 
LI Ling-yee Esther 21 A 1 
88 “Extra-Role Behavior in a Channel Context: Its 
Predictors and Consequences”, Proceedings of 2009 
Academy of Marketing Science (AMS) World 
Marketing Congress, AMS, Oslo, Norway, Jul 2009, 
pp 340-1 
LI Ling-yee Esther 32 A 1 
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# Student 
85 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
89 “Marketing of Competence-based Solutions to Buyers 
in Exploratory Relationships: Perspective of OEM 
Suppliers”, Proceedings of Academy of International 
Business Southeast Asia Regional Conference on 
“Revitalizing the Global Economy: Challenges and 
Strategies for Sustainable Growth”, Hong Kong 
Institute of Business Studies of Lingnan University 
and Lee Shau Kee School of Business and 
Administration of The Open University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, Dec 2009, pp 60-1 (also CD-Rom 
Version) 
LI Ling-yee Esther 32 A 1 
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# Student 
86 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
90 “An Exploratory Study of Sustained Corporate Social 
Responsibilities in Hong Kong: An Organizational 
Sense-making Approach”, Proceedings of Academy of 
International Business Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Revitalizing the Global Economy: 
Challenges and Strategies for Sustainable Growth”, 
Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies of Lingnan 
University and Lee Shau Kee School of Business and 
Administration of The Open University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, Dec 2009, pp 70-1 (also CD-Rom 
Version) 
LI Ling-yee Esther 32 A 1 
91 “How Cloudy a Crystal Ball: A Psychometric 
Assessment of Concept Testing”, Journal of Product 
Innovation Management, 27(2), Mar 2010, pp 238-52 
PENG Ling and FINN Adam 21 A 0.5 
92 “Item Efficiency and DIF Assessment in New Product 
Concept Testing”, Proceedings of 2009 Academy of 
Marketing Science (AMS) World Marketing Congress, 
AMS, Oslo, Norway, Jul 2009, pp 333-8 
PENG Ling and WAN Xiang 32 A 0.5 
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# Student 
87 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
93 “How Many Response Categories Best Scale 
Stimuli?”, Proceedings of Australia and New Zealand 
Marketing Conference (ANZMAC), Melbourne, 
Australia, Nov 2009 (on-line version) 
[http://www.duplication.net.au/ANZMAC09/papers/A
NZMAC2009-146.pdf] 
FINN Adam and PENG Ling 32 A 0.5 
94 “Angel or Devil? The Influence of Virtual Testing 
Environment on Product Evaluation”, Proceedings of 
Australia and New Zealand Marketing Conference 
(ANZMAC), Melbourne, Australia, Nov 2009 (on-line 
version) 
[http://www.duplication.net.au/ANZMAC09/papers/A
NZMAC2009-022.pdf] 
PENG Ling and HE Yongfu 32 A 0.5 
95 “Attitudes of Migrants Towards Foreign Made 
Products: An Exploratory Study of Migrants in 
Australia”, Journal of Consumer Marketing, 27(1), 
2010, pp 35-42 
POON Shing-chung Patrick, 
EVANGELISTA Felicitas and 
ALBAUM Gerald  
21 A 0.3334 
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88 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
96 “The Role of Trust in Direct Selling and Online 
Shopping”, presented at the 6th International 
Conference on “Small and Medium Sized Enterprises: 
Management - Marketing - Economic Aspects”, 
organized by Athens Institute for Education and 
Research, Athens, Greece, 10-13 Aug 2009 
POON Shing-chung Patrick and 
ZHOU Lianxi 
33 A 1 
97 “The Contrasting Effects of Culture on Consumer 
Tolerance: Interpersonal Face and Impersonal Fate”, 
Journal of Consumer Research, 36(2), Aug 2009, pp 
292-304 
CHAN Haksin, WAN 
Chun-ying Lisa and SIN 
Yat-ming Leo 
21 A 0.3334 
98 “Be Tolerable or Be Angry? A Situation of 
Relationship Norm Conflict in Failure”, Proceedings 
of the Annual Conference of the Association for 
Consumer Research, Advances in Consumer Research 
Volume 37, Margaret C Campbell, Jeff Inman and Rik 
Pieters (eds), Duluth, MN: ACR, 2010 
WAN Chun-ying Lisa and HUI 
K Michael 
32 A 0.5 
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89 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
99 “Regrets in Switching: The Conflicting Role of 
Perceived Control”, presented at The 2010 Institute for 
Operations Research and the Management Sciences 
(INFORMS) Marketing Science Conference, 
organized by INFORMS Society for Marketing 
Science, Cologne, Germany, 17-19 Jun 2010 
CHU Y Y Maggie and WAN 
Chun‐ying Lisa 33 A 0.5 
100 “Consumer Reactions to CSR Brands: The Role of 
Face Concern”, presented at The 2010 Institute for 
Operations Research and the Management Sciences 
(INFORMS) Marketing Science Conference, 
organized by INFORMS Society for Marketing 
Science, Cologne, Germany, 17-19 Jun 2010 
WAN Chun‐ying Lisa and 
POON Shing‐chung Patrick 33 A 1 
101 “Asymmetric Price Response Effect and Latitude of 
Reference Price Effect on Consumer Brand Choice”, 
Proceedings of The 2010 Institute for Operations 
Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS) 
Marketing Science Conference, INFORMS Society for 
Marketing Science, Cologne, Germany, Jun 2010, pp 
90 
WANG Wei# 32 A 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
102 “ ‘Seeing is Believing?’ A Persuasion Knowledge 
Model on Attitudinal Evaluations in Advertisements”, 
Aug 2009 
WU Yan# 63 B 1 
  
 
 Sub-total 66.1166 
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# Student 
91 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
    
1 “The Effects of Merger and Acquisition 
Announcements on the Security Prices of Bidding 
Firms and Target Firms in Asia”, International Journal 
of Economics and Finance, 1(2), Aug 2009, pp 274-83 
WONG Anson and CHEUNG 
Kui-yin 
21 A 0.5 
2 “Spillover Effects of FDI via Exports on Innovation 
Performance of China’s High-technology Industries”, 
Journal of Contemporary China, 19(65), 2010, pp 
541-57 
CHEUNG Kui-yin 21 A 1 
3 “Training and Worker Effort: A Signaling 
Perspective”, Canadian Journal of Economics, 43(2), 
May 2010, pp 604-21 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon and WEI 
Xiangdong 
21 A 1 
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# Student 
92 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
4 “Embezzlement versus Bribery”, presented at a 
Departmental Seminar, organized by City University 
of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 30 Sep 2009; and also 
presented at a Seminar, organized by Department of 
Economics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong, 26 Apr 2010  
FAN Cheng-ze Simon, LIN 
Chen and TRIESMAN Daniel 
33 B 0.3334 
5 “A Simple Model of Export and Training”, presented 
at Conference on East Asian Economic Cooperation 
and Growth under the Global Financial Crisis, 
organized by School of Economics, Central University 
of Finance and Economics, Beijing, PRC, Oct 2009; 
and also presented at 2010 Oxford Business & 
Economics Conference, organized by Oxford Journal 
and Association for Business and Economics 
Research, Oxford, UK, 28-29 Jun 2010 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon and HU 
Yifan 
33 B 0.5 
6 Book Review of Inequality and Public Policy in China 
(by Bjorn A Gustafsson, Li Shi and Terry Sicular (eds), 
Cambridges University Press, Apr 2008, 384 pages), 
in Economic Development and Cultural Change, 
58(2), Jan 2010, pp 380-2 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon and 
ZHANG Junsen 
62 D 0.5 
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93 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
7 “Public Governance and the Ideal of Government for 
the People”, Public Governance in Asia and the Limits 
of Electoral Democracy, Brian Bridges and Ho 
Lok-sang (eds), UK: Edward Elgar Publisher, Mar 
2010, pp 13-30 
HO Lok-sang 12 A 1 
8 “Conclusions: Towards More Effective and Better 
Governance”, Public Governance in Asia and the 
Limits of Electoral Democracy, Brian Bridges and Ho 
Lok-sang (eds), UK: Edward Elgar Publisher, Mar 
2010, pp 284-90 
BRIDGES Brian and HO 
Lok-sang 
12 A 0.5 
9 “Hong Kong Economy”, The Far East and Australasia 
2010 (41st Edition), Daniel Lynn (ed), EUROPA 
WORLD Taylor and Francis/Routledge, Dec 2009, pp 
287-95 
HO Lok-sang 12 B 1 
10 Editor (with introduction), Public Governance in Asia 
and the Limits of Electoral Democracy, UK: Edward 
Elgar Publisher, Mar 2010, 297 pages 
HO Lok-sang and BRIDGES 
Brian 
14 A 0.5 
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94 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
11 “A New Macroeconomic Policy Analytical 
Framework: An Empirical Test Using US and HK 
Data”, presented at 85th Annual Conference of 
Western Economic Association International (WEAI), 
organized by WEAI, Portland, USA, 29 Jun-3 Jul 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 A 1 
12 “Hong Kong’s Happiness Indices: What They Tell Us 
about LIFE?”, presented at 85th Annual Conference of 
Western Economic Association International (WEAI), 
organized by WEAI, Portland, USA, 29 Jun-3 Jul 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 A 1 
13 “The World Currency Unit: Has the Time Come for Its 
Use?”, presented at 85th Annual Conference of 
Western Economic Association International (WEAI), 
organized by WEAI, Portland, USA, 29 Jun-3 Jul 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 A 1 
14 “Globalization, Exports and Effective Exchange Rate 
Indices”, presented at the Departmental Seminar, 
organized by Centre for Public Policy Studies and 
Department of Economics of Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 5 Oct 2009 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
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No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
15 「全民退休保障方案」，宣讀於由香港理工大學、爭
取全民退休保障聯席及社會政策研究中心合辦之
「第一屆全民退休保障社會論壇」，香港，2009 年
11 月 8 日 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
16 “Michael Moore’s Sicko and America’s Healthcare 
Reform”, presented at the Interdisciplinary Seminar 
Series: Film in Education Forum Series II, organized 
by Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences of 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 18 Jan 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
17 “Towards an Effective (More or Less) Monetary 
Union in Asia”, presented at the International 
Conference on “APEC at 20 and the Rise of China”, 
organized by HK APEC Study Centre of Lingnan 
University, National University of Singapore, 
Asia-Pacific Economic Association and Hong Kong 
Baptist University, Hong Kong, 26-27 Feb 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
18 “Decomposition of Changes in HK Wage Dispersion 
since 1980s: A Distributional Approach”, Aug 2009 
HUANG Kai-wai# 63 B 1 
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19 “State Weakness and Corruption: A Direct Test”, 
Proceedings of The Asian Conference on the Social 
Sciences 2010: “East Meets West in Pursuit of a 
Sustainable World”, The International Academic 
Forum, Osaka, Japan, Jun 2010, pp 1039-78 (CD-Rom 
version) 
JIANG Liangliang, FAN 
Cheng-ze Simon and LIN Chen 
32 A 0.6667 
20 “Do Chinese Domestic Firms Benefit from FDI 
Inflow? Evidence of Horizontal and Vertical 
Spillovers”, China Economic Review, 20(4), Dec 
2009, pp 677-91 
LIN Ping, LIU Zhuomin and 
ZHANG Yifan 
21 A 0.6667 
21 “Creditor Rights, Information Sharing, and Bank Risk 
Taking”, presented at 2010 Allied Social Science 
Associations Annual Meeting, organized by 
International Banking, Economics and Finance 
Association, Atlanta, USA, 3-5 Jan 2010 and also  
Journal of Financial Economics, 96(3), Jun 2010, pp 
485-512 
HOUSTON Joel F, LIN Chen, 
LIN Ping and MA Yue 
21 A 0.5 
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22 “R&D Portfolios of Multiproduct Firms”, presented at 
2009 Far East and South Asia Meeting of the 
Econometric Society, organized by Econometric 
Society, Tokyo, Japan, 3-5 Aug 2009 
LIN Ping 33 A 1 
23 “Balancing Competition Policy and Industrial Policy 
in China’s Anti-Monopoly Law”, presented at 
International Conference on Competition Policy and 
Regulation, Nanchang, PRC, 5-6 Dec 2009 
LIN Ping 33 A 1 
24 “Wage-Hours Contracts, Overtime Working and 
Premium Pay”, Labour Economics, 17(1), Jan 2010, 
pp 170-9 
HART Robert A and MA Yue 21 A 0.5 
25 “Judicial Quality, Contract Intensity and Trade: Firm 
Level Evidence from Developing and Transition 
Countries”, Journal of Comparative Economics, 38(2), 
Jun 2010, pp 146-59 
MA Yue, QU Baozhi and 
ZHANG Yifan 
21 A 0.6667 
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26 “Why Do Firms Evade Taxes? The Role of Credit 
Information Sharing and Banking Sector Outreach”, 
presented at Fifth Annual Financial Intermediation 
Research Society (FIRS) Finance Conference, 
organized by FIRS, Florence, Italy, 7-9 Jun 2010 
BECK Thorsten, LIN Chen and 
MA Yue 
33 A 0.3334 
27 “Institutional Barriers, Trade, and Product 
Complexity: Empirical Evidence at the Firm Level”, 
presented at The Second International Economics and 
Finance Society China Conference, organized by 
University of International Business and Economics, 
Beijing, PRC, 22-23 May 2010 
MA Yue, QU Baozhi and 
ZHANG Yifan 
33 B 0.6667 
28 “Regulatory Arbitrage and International Bank Flows”, 
presented at the Conference on Banking Regulation 
and Financial Stability in Asian Emerging Markets, 
organized by Asian Development Bank Institute 
(ADBI), Brookings Institution, Cornell University, 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and China 
Banking Regulatory Commission, Beijing, PRC, 26 
May 2010 
MA Yue, HOUSTON Joel F 
and LIN Chen 
33 B 0.3334 
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29 “Do Bank Regulation, Supervision and Monitoring 
Enhance or Impede Bank?”, presented at the 
Conference on “Banking Regulation and Financial 
Stability in Asian Emerging Markets”, organized by 
Asian Development Bank Institute (ADBI), Brookings 
Institution, Cornell University, International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and China Banking Regulatory 
Commission, Beijing, PRC, 26 May 2010 
MA Yue, BARTH James R, 
LIN Chen, SEADE Jesús and 
SONG M Frank 
33 B 0.4 
30 “How Does Oil Shock Affect Small Non-Oil 
Producing Economy? Evidence from Hong Kong”, 
Pacific Economic Review, 15(2), May 2010, pp 263-80 
RAN Qiming Jimmy, VOON 
Jan-piaw Thomas and LI 
Guangzhong 
21 A 0.6667 
31 “Does Oil Price Shock Affect Small Open Economies? 
Evidence from Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea 
and Taiwan”, presented at Singapore Economic 
Review (SER) Conference 2009, organized by SER, 
Singapore, 6-8 Aug 2009 
VOON Jan-piaw Thomas and 
RAN Qiming Jimmy 
33 B 1 
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32 “Determinants of Willingness to Pay for Organic 
Food: A Theoretical Analysis”, presented at 2010 
Oxford Business and Economics Conference, 
organized by Association for Business & Economics 
Research, International Journal of Business & 
Economics and Oxford Journal, Oxford, UK, 28-30 
Jun 2010 
VOON Jan-piaw Thomas 33 B 1 
33 “Tax Evasion: The Effects of Competition and Other 
Determinants”, Aug 2009 
WANG Yiqun# 63 B 1 
34 “Competitiveness of the Hong Kong Economy”, 
China Economic Review, 20(3), Sep 2009, pp 573-86 
LI Hongyi, WEI Xiangdong 
and XIE Danyang 
21 A 0.3334 
35 “Job Satisfaction and the Labor Market Institutions in 
Urban China”, presented at a seminar, organized by 
Liaoning University, Shenyang, PRC, 16 Jul 2009; and 
also presented at 2010 International Workshop on 
“Employment Dynamics and Social Security”, 
organized by York University, Shanghai, PRC, 12-14 
Jun 2010 
WEI Xiangdong, HEYWOOD 
John S and SIEBERT Stanley 
W 
33 B 0.3334 
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36 “Dynamics of Volume and Price: A New Approach”, 
presented at 11th International Business Research 
Conference, organized by World Business Institute and 
University of Tasmania, Sydney, Australia, 2-4 Dec 
2009 
ZOU Lin and LI Gan 33 A 0.5 
  
 
 Sub-total 26.4005 
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 Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
    
1 “Playing the Game? Sport and the Two Koreas”, 
Korea Yearbook: Politics, Economy and Society, Vol 3, 
Rudiger Frank, James Hoare, Patrick Kollner and 
Susan Pares (eds), Leiden: Brill, 2009, pp 329-47 
BRIDGES Brian 12 A 1 
2 “Japan: Political Longevity and Troubled 
Governance”, Public Governance in Asia and the 
Limits of Electoral Democracy, Brian Bridges and Ho 
Lok-sang (eds), UK: Edward Elgar Publisher, Mar 
2010, pp 77-88 
BRIDGES Brian 12 A 1 
3 “A Long and Winding Road: Democratization in 
Korea”, Public Governance in Asia and the Limits of 
Electoral Democracy, Brian Bridges and Ho Lok-sang 
(eds), UK: Edward Elgar Publisher, Mar 2010, pp 
192-210 
BRIDGES Brian 12 A 1 
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4 “Conclusions: Towards More Effective and Better 
Governance”, Public Governance in Asia and the 
Limits of Electoral Democracy, Brian Bridges and Ho 
Lok-sang (eds), UK: Edward Elgar Publisher, Mar 
2010, pp 284-90 
BRIDGES Brian and HO 
Lok-sang 
12 A 0.5 
5 Editor (with introduction), Public Governance in Asia 
and the Limits of Electoral Democracy, UK: Edward 
Elgar Publisher, Mar 2010, 297 pages 
HO Lok-sang and BRIDGES 
Brian 
14 A 0.5 
6 “From Nordpolitik to the MB Doctrine: South Korean 
Perspectives on China”, presented at International 
Conference of Hong Kong Political Science 
Association (HKPSA) on “Inside/Outside: 60 Years of 
Chinese Politics”, organized by HKPSA, Hong Kong, 
20-21 Aug 2009 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
7 “The International Politics of North Korea”, presented 
at Social Sciences Division Seminar, organized by The 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, 
Hong Kong, 5 Nov 2009 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
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8 “European and Asian Regionalism: Comparative 
Connections”, presented at the International 
Conference on “APEC at 20 and the Rise of China”, 
organized by HK APEC Study Centre of Lingnan 
University, National University of Singapore, 
Asia-Pacific Economic Association and Hong Kong 
Baptist University, Hong Kong, 26-27 Feb 2010 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
9 “North Korea and North-East Asia: The International 
Politics of Power and Pride”, presented at Social 
Sciences Seminar, organized by Hong Kong Institute 
of Education, Hong Kong, 1 Mar 2010 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
10 「從理想主義到現實主義──三十年來中國內地大
學 生 政 治 文 化 的 轉 變 」  (“From Idealism to 
Pragmatism: the Change of Political Culture among 
Mainland Chinese University Students in the Last 
Thirty Years”)，載於《神州六十年》，王耀宗、陳可
勇〈編〉，香港：法住，2009 年，頁 166-84 
CHAN Che-po 12 A 1 
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11 “China’s Multidimensional Diplomacy toward the 
Pacific Islands”, Multidimensional Diplomacy of 
Contemporary China, Simon Shen and Jean-Marc F 
Blanchard (eds), Lanham, MA: Lexington Books, 
Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 2010, pp 267-82 
CHUNG Chien-peng 12 A 1 
12 “Tipping the Balance: Could Unrest in China’s 
Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region Inspire Uighur 
Insurgents?”, Jane’s Intelligence Review, 21(9), Sep 
2009, pp 24-8 
CHUNG Chien-peng 22 A 1 
13 “China’s ‘Good Neighbor Policy’ under Its ‘Peaceful 
Rise / Development’ Thesis”, presented at 
International Convention of Asia Scholars 6, organized 
by Chungnam National University, Daejeon, Korea, 
6-9 Aug 2009 
CHUNG Chien-peng 33 A 1 
14 “Geo-politics of Asia in 2030 from China’s 
Perspective and Interests”, presented at Asian Security 
Conference, organized by Institute for Defence Studies 
and Analyses, New Delhi, India, 11-13 Feb 2010 
CHUNG Chien-peng 33 A 1 
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15 “China’s ‘Good Neighbor Policy’ ”, presented at 
International Studies Association (ISA) Annual 
Convention 2010, organized by ISA, New Orleans, 
USA, 17-20 Feb 2010 
CHUNG Chien-peng 33 A 1 
16 “((10 + 3) - 10) + (6 - 1) = A North-East Asian 
Economic and Security Community?”, presented at 
International Conference of Hong Kong Political 
Science Association (HKPSA) on “Inside/Outside: 60 
Years of Chinese Politics”, organized by HKPSA, 
Hong Kong, 20-21 Aug 2009 
CHUNG Chien-peng 33 B 1 
17 Book Review of Strong Borders Secure Nation: 
Cooperation and Conflict in China’s territorial 
disputes (by M Taylor Fravel, Princeton University 
Press, Sep 2008), in Contemporary Southeast Asia, 
32(1), Apr 2010, pp 105-7 
CHUNG Chien-peng 62 D 1 
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18 「課程領導與綜合人文學科的實施」 (“Curriculum 
Leadership and Implementation of the Integrated 
Humanities Subject”)，載於《綜合人文學科：課程
設計、教學與實施》 (Integrated Humanities Subject: 
Curriculum Design, Teaching and Implementation)，李
子建、何家騏〈編〉，中國：南京大學出版社，2010
年，頁 111-20 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence 12 B 1 
19 “Professionalization of the Hong Kong Police, 
1970-90s”, presented at East Asian Law and Society 
Conference, organized by University of Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong, 5 Feb 2010 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence 33 B 1 
20 Hong Kong Marine Police 1940-80s (香港水警 40-80
年代工作), Department of Sociology, the University 
of Hong Kong & Hong Kong Marine Police Retirees’ 
Association, Sep-Oct 2009 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence and CHU 
Yiu-kong 
44 D 0.5 
21 “The Security Dilemma in Sino-Japanese Relations”, 
Aug 2009 
LEE Yu-pan# 63 B 1 
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22 “Political Reform and Democratization in China under 
the Leadership of Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao”, Public 
Governance in Asia and the Limits of Electoral 
Democracy, Brian Bridges and Ho Lok-sang (eds), 
Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, Mar 2010, pp 57-76 
WONG Yiu-chung 12 A 1 
23 「 鐘 擺 與 螺 旋 ─ ─ 中 國 的 政 治 與 經 濟 改 革 」 
(“Pendulum and Screw: China’s Political and 
Economic Reform”)，載於《神州六十年》，王耀宗、
陳可勇〈編〉，香港：法住，2009 年，頁 109-40 
WONG Yiu-chung 12 B 1 
24 〈 編 〉，《神 州六 十年 》  (China: Sixty Years in 
Review)，香港：法住，2009 年，348 頁 
WONG Yiu-chung and CHAN 
H Y Dennis 
14 B 0.5 
25 「中共執政六十年──從集體主義到個體主義」
(“From Collectivism to Individualism - Six Decades of 
the CCP Governance”)，載於《二十一世紀》（雙月
刊），2009 年 10 月號，總第 115 期，頁 23-32 
WONG Yiu-chung 22 B 1 
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26 “From Conduit to ‘Negative Showcase’: The 
Changing Role of Hong Kong in the Cross-Strait 
Relations - A Political Integration Perspective”, 
Proceedings of Conference on “Assessing Taiwan’s 
Second Transition of Power: A Turning Point in 
Taiwan’s Political Development?”, Centre for Asian 
Pacific Studies (ed), Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 
Dec 2009, pp 178-94 
WONG Yiu-chung 31 B 1 
27 “Education Reform in Hong Kong and Taiwan: A 
Comparative Perspective”, presented at 12th Annual 
International Conference on Education, organized by 
The Education Research Unit of the Athens Institute 
for Education and Research, Athens, Greece, 24-27 
May 2010 
WONG Yiu-chung and POON 
Y K Anita 
33 B 0.5 
28 “American New China Policy: The Hedgagement 
Approach”, Sep 2009 
YUEN Cheong-wai# 63 B 1 
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29 “American Nuclear Primacy or Emerging Mutually 
Assured Destruction: Predicting the Future of 
U.S.-China Strategic Balance of Power”, Challenges 
to Chinese Foreign Policy: Diplomacy, Globalization 
and the Next World Power, Hao Yufan, Wei C X 
George and Lowell Dittmer (eds), Lexington, KY: The 
University of Kentucky Press, 2009, pp 71-84 
ZHANG Baohui 12 A 1 
30 “Beyond Electoral Democracy: Promoting Good 
Governance in East Asia”, Public Governance in Asia 
and the Limits of Electoral Democracy, Brian Bridges 
and Ho Lok-sang (eds), UK: Edward Elgar Publisher, 
Mar 2010, pp 31-56 
ZHANG Baohui 12 A 1 
31 “Chinese Foreign Policy in the New Era” (in 
Chinese)，載於《神州六十年》，王耀宗、陳可勇
〈編〉，香港：法住，2009 年，頁 47-64 
ZHANG Baohui 12 B 1 
32 “Beijing’s 2007 Political Reform Plan and Prospects 
for Hong Kong’s Democratization”, Democratization, 
17(3), Jun 2010, pp 442-64 
ZHANG Baohui 22 A 1 
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33 “Chinese Foreign Policy in Transition”, presented at 
International Conference of Hong Kong Political 
Science Association (HKPSA) on “Inside/Outside: 60 
Years of Chinese Politics”, organized by HKPSA, 
Hong Kong, 20-21 Aug 2009 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
34 “Understanding Ma Ying-jeou’s Mainland Policy”, 
presented at Conference on “Assessing Taiwan’s 
Second Transition of Power: A Turning Point in 
Taiwan’s Political Development?”, organized by 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 9 Oct 2009 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
35 “Cross-Strait Relations: Assessing the Transformation 
and Forecasting the Future”, presented at Conference 
on “Taiwan the Chinese Mainland: Cross-Strait 
Relations in A Time of Transition”, organized by 
Missouri State University, Springfield, USA, 17 Oct 
2009 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
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36 “Confidence Building Across the Taiwan Strait”, 
presented at Conference on “New Thinking for 
Cross-Strait Relations”, organized by Peking 
University, Beijing, PRC, 1-2 Nov 2009 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
37 “China and the U.S. Role in the Future East Asian 
Order”, presented at Conference on “New Directions 
for Sino-U.S. Relations: A Global Perspective”, 
organized by Fudan University, Shanghai, RPC, 5 Nov 
2009 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
38 “APEC in the Context of U.S.-China Relations”, 
presented at the International Conference on “APEC at 
20 and the Rise of China”, organized by HK APEC 
Study Centre of Lingnan University, National 
University of Singapore, Asia-Pacific Economic 
Association and Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong 
Kong, 26-27 Feb 2010 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
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39 “Nuclear Deterrence and China’s Grand Strategy”, 
presented at Conference on “Chinese Foreign Policy at 
Its Cross-Road: A Grand Strategy in Call”, organized 
by University of Macau, Macau, 13-14 May 2010 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
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 Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
    
40 Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism, and the Social 
Sciences, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2010, 
248 pages 
BAEHR Peter W 11 A 1 
41 “Banality and Cleverness”, Thinking in Dark Times: 
Hannah Arendt on Ethics and Politics, Roger 
Berkowitz, Jeff Katz and Thomas Keenan (eds), New 
York: Fordham University Press, 2009, pp 138-42 
BAEHR Peter W 12 A 1 
42 “Tribes and Terror in the Middle East: A Conversation 
with Philip Carl Salzman”, Society, 46(5), Sep 2009, 
pp 394-7 
BAEHR Peter W 22 A 1 
43 Book Review of Geography of Hope: Exile, The 
Enlightenment, Disassimilation (by Pierre Birnbaum, 
Stanford University Press, 2008), in Canadian Journal 
of Sociology, 35(1), 2010, pp 159-61 
BAEHR Peter W 62 D 1 
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44 “Preparing for Ageing in the Asia Pacific: Hong Kong 
as an Example”, The Journal of Comparative Asian 
Development, 8(1), Spring 2009, pp 149-77 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 21 A 1 
45 “Impact of Caregiving on Health and Quality of Life: 
A Comparative Population-Based Study of Caregivers 
for Elderly Persons and Noncaregivers”, Journal of 
Gerontology: Medical Sciences, 64A(8), Aug 2009, pp 
873-9 
HO C Suzanne, CHAN 
Cheung-ming Alfred, WOO 
Jean, CHONG Portia and 
SHAM Aprille 
21 A 0.2 
46 “Service-Learning Model at Lingnan University: 
Development Strategies and Outcome Assessment” 
(「嶺南大學服務研習計劃：發展策略和成果評估」), 
New Horizons in Education: Journal of Education 
(Special Issue), 57(3), Dec 2009, pp 57-73 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
LEE Keng-mun William and 
MA Hok-ka Carol 
21 A 1 
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47 “Hong Kong Legislative Studies for Parents’ Support”, 
Proceedings of the 16th World Congress of the 
International Union for Anthropological and 
Ethnological Sciences (IUAES) on “Humanity, 
Development and Cultural Diversity”, China Union of 
Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences and the 
Chinese Anthropological and Ethnological Academic, 
Kunming, PRC, Jul 2009, pp 48 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
LEE Keng-mun William and 
TANG King-yung Anna# 
32 A 1 
48 “The Development of Macao Ageing Index”, 
Proceedings of the 17th Annual Congress of 
“Gerontology - Ageing Well: Promoting Care and 
Healthy Living”, Hong Kong Association of 
Gerontology, Hong Kong, Nov 2009, pp 14-20 
[Selected Outstanding Paper] 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
TANG Pui-yee Phoebe, 
LEUNG M F E and LI 
Wing-yin 
32 A 0.25 
49 “A Literature Review on Modernization and Its 
Impacts on the Family”, presented at the 16th World 
Congress of the International Union of 
Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences (IUAES 
2009) on Humanity, Development and Cultural 
Diversity, Kunming, PRC, 27-31 Jul 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
LEE Keng-mun William and 
CAO Ting# 
33 A 1 
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50 「本港養老保障的新思維」，宣讀於由澳門社保學會
主辦之「兩岸四地養老保險研討會」（“Cross-Strait 
Pension System Forum 2009”)，中國深圳，2009 年 8
月 20-21 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
51 “Suggested Agenda for Gerontological Research & 
Training in Asia”, presented at the Asia Gerontology 
Experience (AGE): “A Multidisciplinary Symposium 
on the Gerontology Landscape in Asia”, organized by 
the Council for Third Age and the Institute of Policy 
Studies, Singapore, 1-2 Oct 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
52 「長者社區長期照顧服務的國際經驗與發展趨
勢」，宣讀於由澳門特區政府社會工作局主辦之「原
居安老──社區長期照顧服務經驗交流分享會」，澳
門，2009 年 10 月 30-31 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
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53 “Mini-Lingnan Symposium on Ageing Towards 
Successful Ageing: The Chinese Context”, presented 
at the Conference on “Successful Ageing Through 
Holistic Living”, organized by Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, Helping Hand, Hong Kong Nutrition 
Association, Hong Kong Geriatrics Society and The 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, 5-9 
Nov 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
54 “Engaging the Community for Aged Care: The Society 
Can?!”, presented at Helping Hand’s Seminar on 
“Dementia: Mission Possible”, organized by Helping 
Hand, Hong Kong, 30 Nov 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
55 “Preparedness to Build a Healthy & Active Senior 
Community: A Real Challenge for Indonesia Today”, 
presented at the Seminar and Workshop on Ageing: 
“UNESCAP’s Bottom-up Appraisals for Promotion 
and Betterment of Elderly Services in the Community” 
and “The Macao Ageing Index: A Response to UN 
ESCAP’s Country Policy Appraisal”, organized by 
Senior Club, Jakarta, Indonesia, 18-19 Mar 2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
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56 “Engaging the Community for Aged Care: The Hong 
Kong Perspectives” Keynote Speech delivered at the 
Inaugural - Dr Robert C K Loh & SSTI Eldercare 
Seminar of “Reconceptualising Care: Issues in Formal 
and Informal Caregiving”, Singapore, 17 Sep 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and LOH C K Robert 
33 B 0.5 
57 “A Gender Perspective on Ageing in Asia Pacific: 
Social Inclusion and Health Promotion in the 
Millennium Development”, Keynote Speech delivered 
at the Expect Group Meeting on “Closing the Gap: 
Strategies to Combat and Monitor Exclusion in Asia 
and the Pacific”, organized by Economic and Social 
Commission for Asia and the Pacific, Bangkok, 
Thailand, 29 Sep-1 Oct 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
58 “Residents’ Health Profile in a Yunnan Village: Way 
Toward a Better Health Condition and Healthcare 
System in Rural China for All Ages”, presented at 17th 
Annual Congress of “Gerontology - Ageing Well: 
Promoting Care and Healthy Living”, Hong Kong 
Association of Gerontology, Hong Kong, 28 Nov 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
HO Tai-wai David and TANG 
Pui-yee Phoebe 
33 B 0.3334 
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59 “Exploring the Hong Kong’s Gay and Grey” (「香港
『老友．基』初探」), presented at the Interdisciplinary 
Seminar Series: Film in Education Forum Series II, 
organized by Institute of Humanities and Social 
Sciences of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 25 Feb 
2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and TANG Pui-yee Phoebe 
33 B 0.5 
60 “Ageing in the Asia Pacific: The Need for an Active 
Ageing Policy”, presented at the Directorate Seminar 
on “Ageing in the Public Service”, organized by 
Efficiency Unit, HKSAR, Hong Kong, 12 Apr 2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
61 「香港第三齡人士服務的需求趨勢」，宣讀於由香港
老人福利會主辦之「第三齡服務研討會」，香港，2009
年 7 月 10 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 D 1 
62 《彈性退休：更佳選擇》 (Optional Retirement: Better 
Choice)，香港：智經研究中心，2009 年 11 月，61
頁 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
MA Hok-ka Carol, LU Jiafang 
and LAU Wing-no Helen 
48 C 0.75 
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63 Guest Editor, New Horizons in Education (Service 
Learning Special Issue), 57(3), Dec 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 61 D 1 
64 「長者參與、老有所為」，載於《循道衛理中心耆恩
集老人服務 25 週年紀念》，香港：循道衛理中心出
版，2009 年 10 月，頁 51-5 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and LAU Wing-no Helen 
64 D 0.5 
65 「仁濟麻雀治療的研究」，由仁濟醫院社會服務部主
辦之「龍的文化──非藥物治療」同業分享會，香
港，2009 年 12 月 8 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 64 D 1 
66 「如何結合教育新趨勢，培育關愛社會新一代」，由
社會福利署主辦之「共創優勢展新天──屯門區福
利服務研討會 2010」，香港，2010 年 1 月 29 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 64 D 1 
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67 “Indecent Assault and Sexual Harassment in Hong 
Kong’s Public Spaces - A Reflection on Gender, 
Culture and the Erotic”, presented at Gendering 
East/West International Conference, organized by 
Centre for Women’s Studies, University of York, York, 
UK, 8-10 Jul 2009 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 33 A 1 
68 “Mini-Lingnan Symposium on Ageing When Kong 
Girls Get Old”, presented at the Conference on 
“Successful Ageing Through Holistic Living”, 
organized by Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Helping Hand, Hong Kong Nutrition Association, 
Hong Kong Geriatrics Society and The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, 5-9 Nov 2009 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 33 B 1 
69 “Teenagers Talking Love and Sex: Preliminary 
Findings from a Recent Study”, presented at a 
Women’s Studies Research Centre Spring Workshops 
on “Challenging Times: Myths and Realities of 
Growing up in Hong Kong”, organized by The 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 15 May 2010 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 33 B 1 
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70 “Performance-Appraisal Beliefs of Chinese 
Employees in Hong Kong and Pearl River Delta”, 
International Journal of Selection and Assessment, 
17(3), Sep 2009, pp 329-33 
CHENG Hing-cheung Kevin 
and CASCIO Wayne F 
21 A 0.5 
71 “Quality of Work Life as a Mediator between 
Emotional Labor and Work Family Interference”, 
Journal of Business and Psychology, 24(3), Sep 2009, 
pp 245-55 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis and 
TANG So-kum Catherine 
21 A 0.5 
72 “Intention to Stay in Organization among Older 
Workers in Hong Kong: Some Preliminary Analyses”, 
presented at 5th European Conference on Positive 
Psychology 2010, organized by Danish School of 
Education, Aarhus University and Danish Network for 
Positive Psychology, Copenhagen, Denmark, 24-26 
Jun 2010 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis and 
WU Man-sze Anise 
33 A 0.5 
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73 「終身學習，不分老幼：香港市民以社區教育為核
心接受終身學習的現狀以及政府為提高市民素質而
採取的具體措施」，宣讀於由中國四川成都舉辦之
「中國西部社區教育協作會成立大會暨武侯論
壇」，中國成都，2009 年 12 月 23-26 日 
CHUNG Yan-yi Eddy and 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
33 A 1 
74 “To Have or To Learn? Relationships between 
Materialism and Learning Motivation among Children 
in the UK and Hong Kong”, presented at 16th 
International Conference on Learning, organized by 
Common Ground, Barcelona, Spain, 1-4 Jul 2009 
KU Ho-kwan Lisbeth 33 A 1 
75 “To Have or To Learn?: Children’s Materialism 
Undermines Intrinsic Learning and School 
Performance”, presented at 22nd Annual Convention 
of Association for Psychological Science (APS), in the 
Symposium on “You Want to be Rich and Famous?: 
Beware. Materialistic Values Undermine Well-being”, 
organized by APS, Boston, USA, 27-30 May 2010 
KU Ho-kwan Lisbeth, 
BANERJEE Robin and 
DITTMAR Helga 
33 A 0.3334 
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76 “A Study of the Generation Y in China: How are Their 
Attitude and Behavioral Pattern in Work and 
Geographical Mobility Suitable for the Current Global 
Working Environment?”, presented at The Third 
Global Studies Conference, organized by Common 
Ground, Busan, South Korea, 21-23 Jun 2010 
KWOK Hong-kin 33 A 1 
77 “Public Perceptions of Income Inequality in Hong 
Kong: Trends, Causes and Implications”, Journal of 
Contemporary China, 18(61), Sep 2009, pp 657-73 
WONG Ka-ying Timothy, 
WAN Po-san and LAW 
Wing-kin Kenneth 
21 A 0.3334 
78 “Core Curriculum in Lingnan University: A Liberal 
Arts Perspective”, presented at The Joint Quality 
Review Committee Seminar, Hong Kong, 25 May 
2010 
LEE Keng-mun William 33 B 1 
79 “Challenges and Innovations in Service-Learning”, 
Proceedings of the Association of Christian University 
and Colleges in Asia Management Conference 2009, 
Chang Jung Christian University, Taiwan, Oct 2009 
MA Hok-ka Carol 31 A 1 
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80 “Negotiation in Cross-Cultural Marriages”, Sep 2009 MAN Pui-kwan# 63 B 1 
81 “Asia-Pacific Region”, The International Handbook 
on Aging - Current Research and Development, 3rd 
Edition, Erdman B Palmore, Frank Whittington and 
Suzanne Kunkel (eds), USA: Praeger ABC-CLIO, 
LLC, Nov 2009, pp 29-54 
CHENG Sheung-tak, 
PHILLIPS David R and CHAN 
Cheung-ming Alfred 
12 A 0.6667 
82 “Ageing in the Asia-Pacific Region: The Challenges of 
Success?”, Global Medical Geography: Essays in 
Honour of Prof Yola Verhasselt, Rais Akhtar and 
Nilofar Akhtar (eds), New Delhi: Rawat Publishers, 
Sep 2009, pp 393-413 
PHILLIPS David R 12 B 1 
83 “Geographical Gerontology: Mapping a Disciplinary 
Intersection”, Geography Compass, 3(5), Aug 2009, 
pp 1641-59 
ANDREWS Gavin J, 
MILLIGAN Christine, 
PHILLIPS David R and 
SKINNER Mark W 
21 A 0.25 
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84 “Epidemiological Transition”, International 
Encyclopedia of Human Geography, Volume One, Rob 
Kitchin and Nigel Thrift (eds), Elsevier: Oxford, Sep 
2009, pp 571-9 
PHILLIPS David R and 
MCCRACKEN K 
21 A 0.5 
85 “Empowerment among Older Consumers in 
Malaysia”, Hallym International Journal of Aging, 
11(2), Nov 2009, pp 135-54 
PHILLIPS David R, ONG 
Fon-sim and PAIM Laily 
21 A 0.3334 
86 “Person-Environment (P-E) Fit Models and 
Psychological Well-being Among Older Persons in 
Hong Kong”, Environment and Behavior, 42(2), Mar 
2010, pp 221-42 
PHILLIPS David R, CHENG 
Hing-cheung Kevin, YEH G O 
Anthony and SIU Oi-ling 
21 A 0.75 
87 Executive Editor, Asian Journal of Gerontology and 
Geriatrics, May 2006-present 
PHILLIPS David R 61 D 1 
88 “Managers’ Occupational Stress in State-Owned and 
Private Enterprises in The People’s Republic of 
China”, The International Journal of Human Resource 
Management, 20(8), Aug 2009, pp 1670-82 
LU Changqin, SIU Oi-ling, AU 
Wing-tung Winton and LEUNG 
S W Sandy 
21 A 0.25 
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89 “A Study of Resiliency among Chinese Health Care 
Workers: Capacity to Cope With Workplace Stress”, 
Journal of Research in Personality, 43(5), Oct 2009, 
pp 770-6 
SIU Oi-ling, HUI C Harry, 
PHILLIPS David R, LIN Lin, 
WONG Tze-wai and SHI Kan 
21 A 0.3334 
90 “Work Stress and Depression: The Direct and 
Moderating Effects of Informal Social Support and 
Coping”, Stress and Health, 25(5), Dec 2009, pp 
431-43 
CHEN Weiqing, SIU Oi-ling, 
LU Jiafang, COOPER Cary L 
and PHILLIPS David R 
21 A 0.6 
91 “Does Loyalty Protect Chinese Workers from Stress? 
The Role of Affective Organizational Commitment in 
the Greater China Region”, Stress and Health, 26(2), 
Apr 2010, pp 161-8 
LU Luo, SIU Oi-ling and LU 
Changqin 
21 A 0.3334 
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92 「 心 理 資 本 穩 定 性 的 探 討 」  (“How Stable is 
Psychological Capital? Evidences from Three 
Intervention Studies on Crisis Management”)，載於
「中國心理學會工業心理專業委員會 2010 年學術
會議：創新變革，和諧發展」論文集，中國上海：
上海交通大學安泰經濟與管理學院，2010 年 4 月，
頁 31-2 
SIU Oi-ling 32 A 1 
93 “Older Persons’ Perceptions of their Futures”, Aug 
2009 
SO Shuk-ching# 63 B 1 
94 “Exploring the Television Portrayal of Older People in 
Hong Kong: A Study of Two Public Affairs 
Documentary Series”, Aug 2009 
TAM Caillie# 63 B 1 
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95 “Intergenerational Activities in the Elder Academy in 
Hong Kong: The Youth-elder’s Experiences”, 
Proceedings of South East Asian Conference on 
Ageing: Improving Well Being in Later Life, Institute 
of Gerontology, University Putra Malaysia and the 
International Institute on Ageing, United Nations - 
Malta, Kuala Lumper, Malaysia, Jul 2010, pp 21 
WONG Ka-fai# 32 A 1 
    
Sub-total 80.7171 
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 Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
    
1 「 魯 迅 《 在 酒 樓 上 》 的叙 事 方 式 再 探 」 
(“Reinvestigating on the Narrative Mode of Lu Xun’s 
In the Wineshop”), Sino-Humanitas, 15, Sep 2009, pp 
311-26 
CHAN Tak-kam 21 A 1 
2 「文言語體和沖淡風格：《山窗小品》論」 (“Classical 
Chinese with a Placid Style: On the Art of Shanchuang 
Xiaopin”)，載於《安徽大學學報──哲學社會科學
版》，第 5 期，2009 年 10 月，頁 72-8 
CHAN Tak-kam 21 A 1 
3 「唯情散文觀的得與失──評司馬長風的《中國現
代散文精華》」，載於《文學評論》，第 4 期，2009
年 8 月，頁 153-9 
CHAN Tak-kam 22 B 1 
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4 「旅法作家黎翠華的散文，中西與新舊──香港文
學的交會」，宣讀於由香港中文大學、香港文學研究
中心聯合香港作家聯會、香港中國語文學會合辦之
「中西與新舊──香港文學的交會」學術研討會，
香港，2010 年 6 月 
CHAN Tak-kam 33 B 1 
5 「露依莎」，載於《香港文學》，2009 年 8 月，頁
34 
CHAN Tak-kam 41 D 1 
6 「玩具熊」，載於《香港文學》，2009 年 8 月，頁
35 
CHAN Tak-kam 41 D 1 
7 「黑色的夾克」，載於《城市文藝》，總第 48 期，2010
年 1 月 16 月，頁 52-60 
CHAN Tak-kam 41 D 1 
8 「從印度餐館出來」，載於《中國新詩年鑒：十年精
選》，楊克〈主編〉，2010 年 3 月，頁 405 
CHAN Tak-kam 41 D 1 
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9 「看與遊——香港詩歌『遊』的美學」 (“Seeing and 
Wandering: A Study on the Hong Kong’s Poetry”)，宣
讀於由香港中文大學主辦之「第二屆世界華文旅遊
文學國際學術研討會」，香港，2009 年 9 月 4-8 日 
CHAN Wai-ying 33 A 1 
10 「居所」 (“Living Place”)，載於《小說風》，2009
年 8 月，第 10 期，頁 35-8 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
11 「七月的早晨」 (“Morning in July”)，載於《香港文
學》，總第 298 期，2009 年 10 月，頁 42-3 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
12 〈主編〉，《文學論衡》(季度學刊)，總第 15 期，
2009 年 12 月 
CHAN Wai-ying 61 D 1 
13 「呂永佳的《午後公園》」，載於《文學評論》，
第 6 期，2010 年 2 月，頁 119 
CHAN Wai-ying 62 D 1 
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14 「荒謬與反叛──卡繆與香港小說」，載於「第三屆
國際青年學者中文文學與藝術研討會」論文集，陳
國偉〈編〉，台灣中興大學台灣文學研究所，2010
年 5 月，頁 244 
CHENG Ching-hang Matthew 31 B 1 
15 「洪子誠與當代文學史寫作的主體性」，載於《南方
文壇》，2009 年 4 期，2009 年 7 月，頁 50-2 
HOU Guixin# 22 B 1 
16 「 從 香 港 想 像 中 國 ─ ─ 香 港 南 來 作 家 研 究
（1937-1949）」 (“Imagining China in Hong Kong: 
Study on Mainland China Writers in Hong Kong 
1937-1949”), Aug 2009 
HOU Guixin# 63 B 1 
17 “Some Thoughts on Compilation of A Dictionary of 
Idioms Used in Hong Kong Practical Chinese Writing” 
（「關於編纂香港應用文慣用語辭典的一些構想」), 
Studies in Chinese Linguistics, Vol 85-86, 2009, pp 
21-8 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
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18 「從《左傳》看《儀禮》的成書及其反映的時代」，
宣讀於由北京語言大學中華文化研究所主辦之
「2009 年兩岸四地《春秋》三傳與經學文化國際學
術研討會」，中國北京，2009 年 8 月 16-17 日；並
載於《〈春秋〉三傳與經學文化》 (“On the Completion 
of the Yili and the Period It Reflects, as Revealed 
Through a Comparison with the Zuozhuan”, Three 
Commentaries of the Spring and Autumn Annuals and 
the Culture of Confucian Classical Studies)，吉林：長
春出版社，2009 年，頁 174-218 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
19 「《左傳》『具五獻之籩豆於幕下』解〉」  (“An 
Explanation for the Phrase ‘Ju wuxianzhibiandou yu 
muxia’ that Appears in the Zuozhuan”)，載於「商周文
明學術研討會」論文集，北京：北京師範大學歷史
學院，2010 年 5 月，頁 227-39 
HSU Tzu-pin 31 A 1 
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20 「《左傳》與《三禮》有合有不合說」，宣讀於由清
華大學歷史系經學研究中心與福建師範大學文學院
易學研究所、福建廈門總商會聯合主辦之「第三屆
中國經學國際學術研討會」，中國廈門，2009 年 11
月 7-8 日 
HSU Tzu-pin 33 A 1 
21 「《左傳》『公喪之如稅服終身』解」，宣讀於由香港
浸會大學中國語言文學系及台灣中央研究院中國文
哲研究所合辦之「中日韓經學國際學術研討會」，香
港，2010 年 5 月 27-28 日 
HSU Tzu-pin 33 A 1 
22 Editor, Journal of Chinese Literary Studies HSU Tzu-pin 61 D 1 
23 「劉以鬯小說中的『現實』與『現代』」，宣讀於由
嶺南大學人文學科研究中心、公開大學創意寫作與
電影藝術課程合辦之「劉以鬯與香港現代主義」國
際學術研討會，香港，2009 年 11 月 18 日 
HSU Yuk-kwan Amanda 33 A 1 
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24 “The Realist and Modernist Concerns in Liu Yichang’s 
Fiction”, presented at American Comparative 
Literature Association (ACLA) Annual Conference on 
“Creoles, Diasporas, Cosmopolitanisms”, organized by 
ACLA, New Orleans, USA, 1-4 Apr 2010 
HSU Yuk-kwan Amanda 33 A 1 
25 「疆域解與媒介重組──文學與藝術研究的新可
能：以五十年代為例」，宣讀於由台中中興大學主辦
之「第三屆國際青年學者中文文學與藝術研討會」，
台灣，2010 年 5 月 11-12 日 
HSU Yuk-kwan Amanda 33 B 1 
26 “Entangle of Human and Snake: The Research of 
Chinese Contemporary ‘Rewriting of White Snake’ 
Novels” (「白蛇傳的『故事新編』──以當代四個
文 本 為 例 」 ), presented at Postgraduate Students 
International Conference on “Chinese Language 
Literature and Social Culture” (「中國語言文學與社
會文化」研究生國際學術研討會 ), organized by 
Nanjing University and Hong Kong Baptist University, 
Jul 2009 
KONG Man-chun# 33 B 1 
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27 「 唐 宋 詩 詞 中 入 聲的 聲 情 作 用 」  (“Resonances 
between Sound and Meaning: Effects of the Entering 
Tone in Tang and Song Poetry”)，載於《新國學》，第
八卷，2010 年 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 21 A 1 
28 「張九齡《感遇》詩中的自然意象」  (“Natural 
Imagery in the ‘Ganyu’ Poems of Zhang Jiuling”)，載
於《張九齡學術研究論文集》（上下冊），巫育明〈主
編〉，珠海：珠海出版社，2009 年，頁 212-30 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 32 A 1 
29 “Glimpses of Intercultural Mediation: Translating the 
Title of Fusheng Liuji”, presented at 18th New 
Zealand Asian Studies Society International 
Conference, organized by New Zealand Asian Studies 
Society, Wellington, New Zealand, 6-8 Jul 2009 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 A 1 
30 「從《影梅庵憶語》看『真』與『誠』」，宣讀於由
香港中文大學主辦之「詮釋、比較與建構：中國古
代文學理論國際學術研討會」，香港，2010 年 5 月
28-29 日 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 A 1 
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31 “Aesthetics in the Making: Parallelism in the Poetry of 
Xie Lingyun (385-433)”, presented at 1st International 
Conference on Specific Topics in Chinese Studies: The 
Wei Jin Nanbei Period-Literature, Art and Philosophy, 
organized by University of Ljubljana (Slovenia), 
Ljubljana, Slovenia, 3-6 Jun 2010 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 A 1 
32 《淡影乾坤》(Soft Silhouettes of the World)，香港：
匯智，2009 年 11 月，123 頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
33 《莫愁湖畔》(By the Griefless Lake)，香港：匯智，
2009 年 11 月，123 頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
34 詩歌朗誦，香港浸會大學主辦之「獅子山古典詩歌
朗誦會」，香港，2009 年 10 月 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 44 D 1 
35 〈編〉，《山林之樂──摩星嶺公民村》，林中偉
〈著〉，香港：文化葫蘆，2010 年，180 頁 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 14 A 1 
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36 「性格與命運、亂世情和謫仙──論《帝女花》的
改編」  (“Fate and Character, Love and Mythical 
Structure - The Adaptation of Floral Princess”)，載於
《文學論衡》，第 15 期，2009 年 12 月，頁 40-55 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 21 A 1 
37 「論宋代人鬼婚戀文言小說中的復活、冥婚與改葬
故 事 」  (“Resurrection, Underworld-marriage and 
Re-burial Stories of the Song Dynasty Fiction”)，宣讀
於由國立台灣嘉義大學中文系主辦之「第四屆中國
小說戲曲兩岸學術研討會」，台灣嘉義，2009 年 10
月 30-31 日 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 33 A 1 
38 「改葬與遂願──論《越娘記》和《遠 烟記》」 (“Song 
Fiction-two Burial Stories as Death Compensation”)，
宣讀於由四川大學文新學院與西南民族大學文學院
合辦之「第六屆中國宋代文學國際學術研討會」，中
國成都，2009 年 10 月 23-24 日 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 33 B 1 
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39 「『歲取十千』解──從英譯《詩經》說起」 (“The 
Explanation of suiqu shiqian - English Translation of 
the Shijing”)，宣讀於由清華大學歷史系經學研究中
心與福建師範大學文學院易學研究所、福建廈門總
商會聯合主辦之「第三屆中國經學國際學術研討
會」，中國廈門，2009 年 11 月 7-8 日 
LEE Hung-kai 33 B 1 
40 「《小雅‧都人士》  『綢直如髮』解」  (“The 
Explanation of chouzhi rufa of the Shijing”)，宣讀於
由香港浸會大學中文系主辦「之中、日、韓經學國
際學術研討會」，香港，2010 年 5 月 
LEE Hung-kai 33 B 1 
41 「《說文》籀文與商周古文字關係之研究」  (“A 
Comparative Study of ‘Zhouwen’ in ‘Shuowen Jiezi’ 
and the Ancient Chinese Characters of Shang and 
Zhou Dynasties”), Jul 2009 
LEE Wing-kin# 63 B 1 
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42 「化故為新、雅俗共存──香港文學的特色與文化
機制的反思」，載於《香港經驗：文化傳承與制度創
新》，香港：香港大學亞洲研究中心與商務印書館聯
合出版，2009 年 7 月，頁 123-39 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 12 A 1 
43 “Writing Across Borders: Hong Kong’s 1950s and the 
Present”, Diasporic Histories; Cultural Archives of 
Chinese Transnationalism, Andrea Riemenschnitter 
and Deborah L Madsen (eds), Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, Oct 2009, pp 23-42 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 12 A 1 
44 「張愛玲的刻苦寫作與高危寫作」，載於《零度看張
──重構張愛玲》，沈雙〈編〉，香港：中文大學出
版社，2010 年 1 月，頁 81-97 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 12 A 1 
45 “Confronting the Multiple Deaths of the Chinese 
Language”, Chinese Writers on Writing, Arthur Sze 
(ed), San Antonio, Texas: Trinity University Press, 
Mar 2010, pp 251-9 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 12 A 1 
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46 Editor, “The Obscure Decade: Literary Imagination 
and Political Culture in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the 
PRC, 1949-1959”, Journal of Modern Literature in 
Chinese (JMLC), 9(2), Fall 2009, pp 220 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 14 A 1 
47 〈編〉，《香港都市文化與都市文學》 (Hong Kong 
Urban Culture & Urban Literature)，香港：香港故事
協會，2009 年 10 月，278 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan and HSU 
Yuk-kwan Amanda 
14 A 1 
48 〈編〉，《劉以鬯與香港現代主義》(Liu Yichang and 
Hong Kong Modernism)，香港：香港公開大學，2010
年，頁 236 
LEUNG Ping-kwan, TAM 
Kwok-kan, WONG King-fai 
and WONG Shuk-han Mary 
14 A 0.5 
49 〈編〉，《瑞士阿爾卑斯山的傳說》 (Legends from the 
Swiss Alps)，香港： MCCM Creation，2009 年 10
月，260 頁 
LEUNG Ping Kwan and 
RIEMENSCHNITTER Andrea 
14 B 0.5 
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50 「香港，一九五七年」 (Hong Kong, 1957)，載於《現
代中文文學學報──五０年代的文學想像與政治文
化：香港、臺灣、中國大陸》（專號），第 9 卷 2
期，2010 年，頁 184-95 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 21 A 1 
51 「現代主義：從上海到香港」，宣讀於由嶺南大學人
文學科研究中心、公開大學創意寫作與電影藝術課
程合辦之「劉以鬯與香港現代主義」國際學術研討
會，香港，2009 年 11 月 18 日 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 33 A 1 
52 “Teaching Creative Writing with Film” (「電影與文學
創作教學」), presented at International Conference on 
“Film in Education”, organized by Institute of 
Humanities and Social Sciences, Lingnan University 
and School of Film and Television, Hong Kong 
Academy for Performing Arts, Hong Kong, 19-20 
May 2010  
LEUNG Ping-kwan and 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 
33 A 1 
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53 《越界的行程》(Journeys across Borders: Selected 
Stories)，香港／新加坡：明報月刊及新加坡青年書
局，2009 年 11 月，420 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
54 「書寫與閱讀《越界的行程》小序」，載於《小說
風》，第 12 期，2009 年 12 月，頁 116-7 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
55 「北島詩歌研究」 (“A Study of Bei Dao’s Poetry”), 
Aug 2009 
MA Sai-ho# 63 B 1 
56 「馮夢龍重編《酒家傭》」，載於《名家論昆曲》上
下冊，台北：國家出版社，2010 年 1 月 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 12 A 1 
57 「陳洪緩的真我與『世願』」，宣讀於由香港中文大
學主辦之「詮釋、比較與建構：中國古代文學理論
國際學術研討會」，香港，2010 年 5 月 29 日 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 33 B 1 
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58 「談談趙翼的紀行詩及征旅詩」，宣讀於由明報月
刊、中文大學聯合書院、世界華文旅遊文學聯會、
澳門中華文化藝術協會、香港作家聯合會合辦之「第
二届世界華文旅遊文學國際學術研討會」，香港，
2009 年 9 月 5 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
59 「談談趙翼的遊記詩及詩歌理論」，宣讀於由中國古
代文學理論學會、四川大學文學與新聞學院、四川
師範大學文學院合辦之「中國古代文學理論第十六
屆年會暨國際學術研討會」，中國成都，2009 年 10
月 16-18 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
60 「關於《史記•五宗世家》之『河間獻王』事跡疏證」，
宣讀於由清華大學歷史系經學研究中心與福建師範
大學文學院易學研究所、福建廈門總商會聯合主辦
之「第三屆中國經學國際學術研討會」，中國廈門，
2009 年 11 月 7-8 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
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61 「關於史記某些篇的著作權問題」，宣讀於由北京大
學中文系主辦之「中國文學史百年學科國際學術研
討會」，中國北京，2009 年 12 月 12 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
62 「儒家原旨主義者——許愈，論許后山治學之門
徑」〉，宣讀於由香港珠海學院、南京大學、台灣東
海大學及韓國檀國大學合辦之「漢學與東亞文化國
際學術研討會」，2010 年 3 月 29 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
63 「論史記•屈原賈生列傳之相關問題」，宣讀於由香
港中文大學中文系主辦「詮釋、比較與建構：中國
古代文學理論國際學術研討會」，香港，2010 年 5
月 29 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
64 “The Voyage to Hong Kong: Bildungsroman in Hong 
Kong Literature of the 1950s”, Diasporic Histories: 
Cultural Archives of Chinese Transnationalism, 
Deborah Madsen and Andrea Riemenschnitter (eds), 
Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, Oct 2009, 
pp 143-55 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 A 1 
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65 「張愛玲為香港電影帶來了甚麼？」  (“Reading 
Details: A Study of Eileen Zhang and Hong Kong 
Cinema”)，載於《零度看張──重構張愛玲》，沈雙
〈編〉，香港：中文大學出版社，2010 年 1 月，頁
119-40 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 A 1 
66 「重塑五０年代南來文人的形象：易文的文學與電
影初探」  (“Redefining the Image of Southbound 
Literati: A Preliminary Study of Evan Yang’s 
Literature and Film”)，載於《香港文學》，第 295 期，
2009 年 7 月，頁 86-91 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 22 B 1 
67 「煙霧迷蒙與剔透玲瓏：安東尼奧尼的兩種敘事與
女性」 (“Narrative and Female: Some Thoughts on the 
Films of Michelangelo Antonioni”)，載於《月台》 
(Platform Magazine)，第 18 期，2009 年 7 月，頁 3-5 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 22 B 1 
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68 「與眾不同：從易文的前期作品探討 1950 年代香港
電影中『個人』的形成」 (“Not So Average: The 
Evolving ‘Self’ in 1950s Hong Kong Cinema as 
Reflected in Evan Yang's Early Works”)，載於《香港
電影資料館季刊》，第 49 期，2009 年 8 月，頁 10-4 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 22 B 1 
69 「劉以鬯與香港心理小說的形成」，宣讀於由嶺南大
學人文學科研究中心、公開大學創意寫作與電影藝
術課程合辦之「劉以鬯與香港現代主義」國際學術
研討會，香港，2009 年 11 月 18 日 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 33 A 1 
70 “Sister Carrie in Hong Kong: Transnational Adaptation 
and Cultural Identity of the 1950s’ Hong Kong 
Cinema”, presented at American Comparative 
Literature Association (ACLA) Conference 2010, 
organized by ACLA, New Orleans, USA, 1-4 Apr 
2010 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 33 A 1 
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71 『 她 爸 爸 是 個 購 物 狂 』  (“Her Father is a 
Shopaholic”)，載於《香港文學》，第 301 期，2010
年 1 月，頁 62-5 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 41 D 1 
72 Editor, After 1949 (《一九四九以後》 ), Oxford 
University Press, 2010, 531 pages 
XU Zidong, WANG David and 
CHEN Sihe 
14 A 0.3334 
73 (“The Structure of Contemporary Literary History” 
(「當代文學史的結構問題」), Fuden Journal (Social 
Sciences Edition), 2(2010), pp 36-42 
XU Zidong 21 A 1 
74 “The ‘Inheritance’ and ‘Dabe’ in Contemporary 
Literature” (「當代文學中的『遺產』和『債務』」), 
Journal of East China Normal University (Philosophy 
and Social Sciences), 2(2010), pp 95-101 
XU Zidong 21 A 1 
75 「今天的『酒徒』」, Liu Yichang and Hong Kong 
Moderism (《劉以鬯與香港現代主義》), Hong Kong: 
Open University Press, 2010, pp 209-15 
XU Zidong 31 A 1 
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76 「現代主義」在台灣──從《文學雜誌》到《現代
文 學 》」  (“Modernism” in Taiwan: From the 
‘Literature Magazine’ to ‘Modern Literature’ ”)，載於
《棗莊學院學報》，26(6)，2009 年 12 月，頁 1-14 
ZHANG Chun-tian and 
ZHENG Lei# 
21 A 0.5 
77 「誇張、諷刺與寫實──《阿 Q 正傳》插圖研究」 
(“Hyperbole, Sarcasm and Realism: the Research 
about the illustrations of the Novel Ah Q’s Story”)，宣
讀於由台中中興大學主辦之「第三屆國際青年學者
中文文學與藝術研討會」，台灣，2010 年 5 月 11-12
日 
ZHENG Lei# 33 B 1 
78 「《好望角》的理論建構」 (“The Theory Building of 
the Magazine Modern Edition”)，宣讀於由香港中文
大學主辦之「中西與新舊──香港文學的交會」學
術研討會，香港，2010 年 6 月 25 日 
ZHENG Lei# 33 B 1 
    
Sub-total 75.8334 
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 Cost Centre : 45 
Department of English 
    
1 “The Pedagogic Grammarian's Dilemma: Modality 
and Personality in Grammatical Description”, Studia 
Anglica Posnaniensis, 45(1), 2009, pp 117-35 
BERRY Roger S 21 A 1 
2 “You Could Say That: The Generic Second-person 
Pronoun in Modern English”, English Today, 25(3), 
Sep 2009, pp 29-34 
BERRY Roger S 22 A 1 
3 “Deconstructing the Personal Pronoun Paradigm”, 
presented at 44th Annual International Association of 
Teachers of English as a Foreign Language (IATEFL) 
Conference & Exhibition, organized by IATEFL, 
Harrogate, UK, 7-11 Apr 2010 
BERRY Roger S 33 B 1 
4 Editor, Language Awareness (Special Issue), 18(3&4), 
2009, 180 pages 
BERRY Roger S 61 D 1 
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5 “Modernity vs Premodernity in a Global Literary 
Context”, Interlitteraria, Issue 14, 2009, pp 29-40 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
6 “The Platonic Triad and Its Chinese Counterpart”, 
Signs, 3(1), 2009, pp 41-56 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
7 「 重 建 隱 語 與 文 化 的 聯 繫 」  (“Reconnecting 
Metaphor and Culture”)，載於《外國語言與文學》，
第 102 卷第 4 期，2009 年，頁 213-27 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
8 「前現代──現代轉型的文學再現」  (“Literary 
Representations of the Premodern-Modern 
Transformation”)，載於《外國文學評論》，2009 年
第 4 期，頁 121-8  
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
9 「悲情與炫耀：華人移民文學中相反的敘事策略」 
(“Pathos and Flaunting: Two Antithetic Narrative 
Strategies in Chinese Migrant Literature”)，載於《中
國比較文學》，第 78 卷第 1 期，2010 年，頁 75-83  
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
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10 “Emaciated Chineseness - A Semiotic Analysis of 
How China Is Visually Translated at the Opening 
Ceremony of the 29th Summer Olympics”, Asian 
Social Science, 6(5), 2010, pp 50-5 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
11 「論詩性邏輯」 (“The Poetic Logic”)，載於《深圳
大學學報》，第 27 卷第 1 期，2010 年，頁 105-9 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
12 “Metaphor”, The Routledge Linguistics Encyclopedia 
3rd Edition¸ Kirsten Malmkjaer (ed), London and New 
York: Routledge, Nov 2009, pp 367-70 
GOATLY Andrew P 12 A 1 
13 “Non-conceptual Aspects of Metaphor: Affect and 
Text”, Keynote speech delivered at The 2009 
Metaphor Festival, organized by Stockholm 
University, Stockholm, Sweden, 10-11 Sep 2009 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 A 1 
14 “Metaphor Jokes and Irony”, presented at 22nd 
International Society for Humor Studies Conference, 
organized by City University Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 
Jun 2010 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 A 1 
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15 “The Language of Anger in Chinese and English 
Narratives”, International Journal of Bilingualism, 
13(4), Dec 2009, pp 481-500 
HO Woon-yee Judy 21 A 1 
16 “On Time”, Two Dramatic Meditations based on T.S. 
Eliot’s Four Quartets and Samuel Beckett’s Rockaby, 
as co-adaptor and Director of the public performance, 
performed at Hong Kong Fringe Club, 26-28 Nov 
2009 
INGHAM Michael A 44 D 1 
17 “Patterns of Variation in the Consonantal Phonology of 
Hong Kong English”, English World-Wide, 31(2), Jun 
2010, pp 138-61 
SEWELL Andrew J and CHAN 
Jason 
22 A 0.5 
18 “Research Methods and Intelligibility Studies”, World 
Englishes, 29(2), Jun 2010, pp 257-69 
SEWELL Andrew J 22 A 1 
19 “Patterns of Variation in Hong Kong English 
Phonology”, presented at 3rd Hong Kong Association 
for Applied Linguistics (HAAL) Research Forum 
2009, organized by HAAL, Hong Kong, 12 Dec 2009 
SEWELL Andrew J 33 A 1 
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20 “Phonological Features of Hong Kong English: 
Patterns of Variation and Effects on Local 
Acceptability”, Jun 2010 
SEWELL Andrew J 63 B 1 
21 “Reading Comprehension in Two Cultures”, presented 
at 16th International Conference on Learning, 
organized by University of Barcelona and Common 
Ground, Barcelona, Spain, 1-4 Jul 2009; and also 
International Journal of Learning, 16(6), 2010, pp 
281-94 
SHARP Alastair I 21 A 1 
22 “Personalizing Learning: An Approach through 
Humanist Traditions”, presented at XIV World 
Congress on “Bordering, Re-bordering and New 
Possibilities in Education and Society”, organized by 
World Council of Comparative Education Societies, 
Istanbul, Turkey, 14-18 Jun 2010 
SHARP Alastair I 33 A 1 
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 Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
    
1 “Cultural Translation in China Studies: The Invisible 
and the Imperative”, presented at International 
Conference on Cultural Interactions: Chinese 
Literature in English Translation - In Memory of 
David Hawkes, organized by Department of 
Translation, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
and Institute for Chinese Studies, University of 
Oxford, Hong Kong, 15-16 Apr 2010 
CHAN Mei-hung Red 33 B 1 
2 “At the Borders of Translation: Traditional and 
Modern(ist) Adaptations, East and West”, META: 
Translators’ Journal, 54(3), Sep 2009, pp 387-400 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 21 A 1 
3 “Reading the Global: The Reader-Consumer and the 
Murakami Translation Phenomenon”, Translation 
Quarterly, Nos 53&54, Fall-Winter 2009, pp 1-46 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 22 A 1 
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4 “Contemporary Translation Studies Perspectives on 
Classical Texts”, presented at the First Committee 
Meeting on the Study and Translation of the Wujing, 
organized by the Hanban/Confucius Institute 
Headquarters, Beijing, PRC, 26-29 Jul 2009 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
5 “The Translation Quarterly and Publishing Translation 
Research in Hong Kong”, presented at the Fifth 
Cross-Strait Translation Forum, organized by the 
Guangdong University of Foreign Studies, 18-20 Nov 
2009 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
6 Editor, Translation Quarterly (Special Issue - Selected 
Papers of the International Conference on 
“Globalization and Cultural Identity/Translation” at 
Fo-guang University, Dec 2008), Nos 53 & 54, 
Fall-Winter 2009, 200 pages 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 61 D 1 
7 Editor, Translation Quarterly, Nos 51 & 52, 
Spring-Summer 2009, 200 pages 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 61 D 1 
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8 “Repertoire Transfer and Resistance: The 
Westernization of Translation Studies in China”, The 
Translator: Studies in Intercultural Communication, 
15(2), Nov 2009, pp 305-25 
CHANG Nam-fung 21 A 1 
9 「翻譯研究、學術規範與文化傳統」 (“Translation 
Studies, Academic Norms and Cultural Traditions”)，
載於《中國翻譯》，2010 年第 2 期，頁 73-80 
CHANG Nam-fung 21 A 1 
10 Book Review of Performing Childhood in the Early 
Modern Theatre: The Children’s Playing Companies 
(1599-1613) (by Edel Lamb, Palgrave Macmillan, Dec 
2008), in Modern Language Review, 105(2), Apr 
2010, pp 525-6 
HUI Ting-yan Isaac 62 D 1 
11 “Heteroglossia, Dialect and Literary Translation - A 
Case Study of Wang Chen-ho’s Rose Rose I Love You 
and Its English Translation”, Translation Quarterly, 
No 55, 2010, pp 64-100 
LI Bo 22 A 1 
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12 “Heteroglossia and Literary Translation: A Case Study 
of the English Translation of Wang Chen-ho’s Rose 
Rose I Love You”, presented at 2nd International 
Conference on “Philology, Literature and Linguistics”, 
organized by Athens Institute for Education and 
Research, Athens, Greece, 13-16 Jul 2009 
LI Bo 33 A 1 
13 “Subtitling Made in Hong Kong and Missing 
Heteroglossia”, presented at 5th International 
Maastricht-Lódz Duo Colloquium on “Translation and 
Meaning”, organized by Maastricht School of 
International Communication (Zuyd University), 
Maastricht, The Netherlands, 19-22 May 2010 
LI Bo 33 A 1 
14 《尋找聖地》 (Chinese Translation of The Atlas of 
Sacred and Spiritual Sites: Discover Places of 
Mystical Power from Around the World by David 
Douglas)，汕頭：汕頭大學出版社，2009 年 9 月，
191 頁 
王璐 and LI Wenjing 45 D 0.5 
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15 “Perceptions of Translating/Interpreting in 
First-century China”, Interpreting: International 
Journal of Research and Practice in Interpreting, 
11(2), Sep 2009, pp 119-36 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 21 A 1 
16 “Relay Translation in Diplomatic Encounters in 
Sixth-century Asia”, presented at 10th Korean 
Association of Translation Studies (KATS) 
International Conference on “Translation and 
Globalization”, organized by KATS, Seoul, Korea, 
30-31 Oct 2009 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 33 A 1 
17 “Asian States’ Diplomatic Communications with 
Medieval China”, presented at The Asian Conference 
on “Arts and Humanities 2010: East Meets West”, 
organized by The International Academic Forum, 
Osaka, Japan, 18-21 Jun 2010 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 33 A 1 
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18 “The Tibetan Language and Translator Training 
Programs: Policy, Practice and Politics”, presented at 
3rd Conference of the International Association for 
Translation and Intercultural Studies (IATIS) on 
“Mediation and Conflict: Translation and Culture in a 
Global Context”, organized by IATIS, Melbourne, 
Australia, 8-10 Jul 2009 
RAINE Roberta A 33 B 1 
19 “Cultural Translation in the Context of Glocalization”, 
ARIEL: A Review of International English Literature, 
40(2-3), 2009, pp 89-110 
SUN Yi-feng 21 A 1 
20 「 翻 譯 學 的 何 去 何 從 」  (“The Development of 
Translations Studies”)，載於《中國翻譯》，2010 年
第 2 期，頁 5-10 
SUN Yi-feng 21 A 1 
21 “Translating Chinese Modernity”, presented at 
International Conference on “Translating China: 
Constructing Alternative Modernities”, organized by 
Tsinghua University, University of Cambridge and 
Yale University, Beijing, PRC, 20-22 Nov 2009 
SUN Yi-feng 33 B 1 
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22 “Wimal Dissanayake and Hong Kong Cinema”, Wimal 
Dissanayake and Communication World, Kulatilake 
Kumarasinghe (ed), Sri Lanka: S Godage and 
Brothers, 2009, pp 18-27 
WONG Wai-yi Dorothy 12 A 1 
23 “Mean(ing) Street: (Post)colonial Hong Kong in 
Literature”, Beyond Binarisms: Crossings and 
Contaminations: Studies in Comoparative Literature, 
Eduardo F Coutinho and Pina Coco (eds), Rio de 
Janeiro: Aeroplano Editora, 2009, pp 145-52 
WONG Wai-yi Dorothy 12 A 1 
24 《翻譯作品選讀》，香港：朗文，2010 年，頁 158 WONG Wai-yi Dorothy and 彭
敦 
13 B 0.5 
    
Sub-total 23 
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 Cost Centre : 50 
Department of History 
    
1 “Cultural Education as Containment of Communism: 
The Ambivalent Position of American NGO’s in 
1950”, Journal of Cold War Studies, 12(2), Spring 
2010, pp 3-28 
CHOU Ai-ling Grace 21 A 1 
2 《伶人‧武士‧獵手－－後唐莊宗李存勗傳》 (Actor, 
Warrior, and Hunter: Biography of Li Cunxu of Later 
Tang)，北京：中華書局，2009 年 11 月，226 頁 
DAVIS Richard L and MA Jia 11 A 0.5 
3 “The Forces of Fissure in Chinese History”，宣讀於由
台灣國立大學主辦之「中國歷史上之分合問題」國
際學術研討會，台灣，2009 年 12 月 
DAVIS Richard L 33 B 1 
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4 「政治史與社會史的結合──台灣史學的一個特
色」，宣讀於由國立政治大學歷史學系主辦之「《新
史學》與臺灣史學二十年」國際學術研討會，台灣，
2009 年 12 月 12-13 日 
DAVIS Richard L 33 B 1 
5 So Great a Proffit - How the East Indies Trade 
Transformed Anglo-American Capitalism, Harvard 
University Press, May 2010, 400 pages 
FICHTER James R 11 A 1 
6 “American Enterprise, European Empire: U.S. 
Capitalists in Asia in the Age of Revolutions, 
1793-1815”, presented at Encompass Conference on 
“Monsoon Asia in the Age of Revolutions 
(1780-1830): Changes of Regime and their 
Aftermath”, organized by Leiden University, Mumbai, 
India, Jan 2010 
FICHTER James R 33 B 1 
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7 “Living with Death: Local and Imperial Medical 
Cultures in Port on St Helena, 1659-1833”, presented 
at 2010 Annual Meeting of the American Historical 
Association (AHA), organized by AHA, San Diego, 
USA, 7-10 Jan 2010 
FICHTER James R 33 B 1 
8 “The Fourth Estate Ideal in Journalism History”, The 
Routledge Companion to News and Journalism, Stuart 
Allan (ed), London & New York: Routledge, Nov 
2009, pp 3-12 
HAMPTON Mark A 12 A 1 
9 “Inventing David Low: Self-Presentation, Caricature 
and the Culture of Journalism in Mid-twentieth 
Century Britain”, Twentieth Century British History, 
20(4), 2009, pp 482-512 
HAMPTON Mark A 21 A 1 
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10 “Britishness, Empire, and Urban Disorder: Hong 
Kong’s English-language Press in the 1960s”, 
presented at The International Association for Media 
and History (IAMHIST) Conference 2009: Social 
Fears and Moral Panics, organized by IAMHIST, 
Aberystwyth, UK, 8-11 Jul 2009 
HAMPTON Mark A 33 A 1 
11 “Projecting Britishness: British propaganda and Hong 
Kong in the 1960s”, presented at 8th International 
Crossroads in Cultural Studies Conference, organized 
by Association for Cultural Studies, Department of 
Cultural Studies and Kwan Fong Cultural Research 
and Development Programme of Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
HAMPTON Mark A 33 A 1 
12 “Hong Kong, Britishness, and Public Service 
Television”, presented at Conference on “Identity and 
the ‘Other British Isles’ ”, organized by Academy for 
the Study of Britishness, The University of 
Huddersfield, Huddersfield, UK, 23-25 Jun 2010 
HAMPTON Mark A 33 A 1 
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13 Editor, Media History (journal published by Routledge 
/ Taylor & Francis) 
HAMPTON Mark A 61 D 1 
14 Book Review of Race, Law, and “The Chinese 
Puzzle” in Imperial Britain (by Sascha Auerbach, 
Palgrave, 2009), in Twentieth Century British History, 
21(1), Jan 2010, pp 133-5 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
15 Book Review of The Changing Faces of Journalism: 
Tabloidization, Technology and Truthiness (by Barbie 
Zelizer, Routledge, 2009), in European Journal of 
Communication, 25(2), Jun 2010, pp 206-8 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
16 〈編〉，《展拓界址：英治新界早期歷史探索》 (The 
Early History of the New Territory Under the Rule of 
British Government)，香港：中華書局，2010 年 5
月，324 頁 
LAU Chi-pang 14 A 1 
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17 「從『送子觀音』到『送錢觀音』：民國時期珠江三
角洲一帶的『生菜會』和『觀音開庫』」，載於《問
俗觀風：香港及華南歷史與文化》，游子安、卜永堅
〈編〉，香港：華南研究會，2009 年，頁 37-46 
POON Shuk-wah 12 B 1 
18 “Between Religion and Superstition: Buddhism and 
Daoism in Guangzhou, China, 1900-1937”, Journal of 
Religious History, 33(4), Dec 2009, pp 452-71 
POON Shuk-wah 21 A 1 
19 Book Review of Race, Law, and “The Chinese 
Puzzle” in Imperial Britain (by Sascha Auerbach, 
Palgrave Macmillan, Mar 2009), in H-Albion website, 
Jan 2010 
SMITH David L 62 D 1 
20 「 革 命 宣 傳 先 驅 謝 纘 泰 」  (“Revolutionary 
Propaganda Pioneer Tse Tsan Tai”)，載於《傳記文
學》，2010 年 4 月，頁 70-82 
ZOU Yizheng# 22 B 1 
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21 “South China Morning Post Movie Advertisements 
and Hong Kong Identity in 1930s”, presented at 8th 
International Crossroads in Cultural Studies 
Conference, organized by Association for Cultural 
Studies, Department of Cultural Studies and Kwan 
Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme 
of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
ZOU Yizheng# 33 A 1 
22 “One City, Two Identities: British Empire Exhibition 
Reports of the South China Morning Post”, presented 
at the Identity and “The Other British Isles” 
Conference, University of Huddersfield, UK, 23-25 
Jun 2010 
ZOU Yizheng# 33 B 1 
 
  
 Sub-total 21.5 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
    
1 “West Kowloon Cultural District: A Place for 
Citizenship and Public Cultural Planning”, Cities of 
Desire: An Urban Culture Exchange between Vienna 
and Hong Kong, Norman Ford and Hilary Tsui (eds), 
Vienna: City Transit Publisher, Sep 2009, pp 16-22  
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 12 B 1 
2 「從教學方法到『學生為本』學習及教師發展的機
遇 」  (“Rethinking Pedagogy: ‘Student-centered’ 
Learning and Opportunities for Teacher 
Development”)，載於《盤點 IH．認真通識》，陳清
僑、蔡寶瓊、許寶強〈編〉，香港：嶺南大學群芳文
化研究及發展部，2009 年 9 月，頁 39-57  
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 12 B 1 
3 〈編〉，「認真文化：在教育工程中認識文化研究」
（序），《盤點 IH．認真通識》，香港：嶺南大
學群芳文化研究及發展部，2009 年 9 月，192 頁 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen, HUI 
Po-keung and CHOI Po-king 
14 B 0.6667 
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4 “Learning to Write Critically: Drama as Pedagogy and 
the Implications for Cultural Criticism”, Proceedings 
of World Conference 2009 on Drama and Education in 
Chinese Communities: “Embarking on a 3D Journey: 
Search Diversely, Think Discreetly, Use 
Distinctively”, Hong Kong Academy of Performing 
Arts, Hong Kong, Dec 2009, pp 24 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen and 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 
32 A 1 
5 “The Question of the Popular Re-visited: Cultural 
Policy and Politics Today”, presented at Inter-Asia 
Cultural Typhoon 2009: Cultural Studies and Asia: 
Past, Present and Future, organized by Cultural 
Typhoon and the Inter-Asia Cultural Studies Society, 
Tokyo, Japan, 3-5 Jul 2009 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 A 1 
6 “Applied Cultural Studies: Why Now?”, presented at 
8th International Crossroads in Cultural Studies 
Conference, organized by Association for Cultural 
Studies, Department of Cultural Studies and Kwan 
Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme 
of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 A 1 
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7 “Education and Inequality in Hong Kong 
Democratization”, presented at World Forum for 
Democratization in Asia Biennial Conference: 
Sustaining Democratization in Asia - Challenges of 
Economic and Social Justice, Seoul, South Korea, Sep 
2009  
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 B 1 
8 「夜闖入屋的賊？女性主義文化研究的實踐與反
思」 (“The Thief that Broke In? - The Practice and 
Reflection on Feminist Cultural Studies”)，載於《文
化研究與文化教育》，羅永生〈編〉，香港：嶺南
大學文化研究系及進一步多媒體，2010 年 6 月，頁
210-29 
CHAN Shun-hing 12 B 1 
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9 「鄉郊社區或農村作為可持續發展的一種普遍價
值」 (“Rural Community or Village as a Generic 
Value for Sustainable Development”)，載於《荃灣鄉
郊可持續發展計劃民間智慧普查彙集》 (A Survey 
on Traditional Wisdom for Sustainable Development 
in the Rural Communities in Tsuen Wan)，黃夏柏、李
曉燕〈編〉，香港：香港聖公會麥理浩夫人中心，
2010 年 1 月，頁 5-10  
CHAN Shun-hing 12 D 1 
10 “Politics of Female Subjectivities and the Everyday: A 
Case of the Hong Kong Feminist Journal Nuliu”, 
Feminist Review, 92(1), Jul 2009, pp 36-53 
CHAN Shun-hing 21 A 1 
11 “Sustainable Peace and Knowledge Production: The 
Case of Shanxi Peacewomen”, presented at 8th 
International Crossroads in Cultural Studies 
Conference, organized by Association for Cultural 
Studies, Department of Cultural Studies and Kwan 
Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme 
of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
CHAN Shun-hing 33 A 1 
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12 “Beyond Public Health: The Cultural Politics of 
Tobacco Control in Hong Kong”, Aug 2009 
CHAN Wai-yin# 63 B 1 
13 “War, ‘Incendiary Media’, and International Human 
Rights Law”, Media, Culture & Society, 31(6), Nov 
2009, pp 867-86 
ERNI John N 21 A 1 
14 “The Reconstituted Body in Law”, International 
Journal of Communication, 4, Feb 2010, pp 226-30 
ERNI John N 21 A 1 
15 “Law, Embodiment, and The Case of ‘Harborcide’ ”, 
Proceedings of “Spectacle and the City”, Jeroen de 
Kloet and Lena Scheen (eds), Leiden, Netherlands: 
International Institute for Asian Studies, 2010, pp 
182-98 
ERNI John N 31 B 1 
16 “Cultural Intermediaries in the Pearl River Delta”, 
presented at Inter-Asia Cultural Typhoon 2009: 
Cultural Studies and Asia: Past, Present and Future, 
organized by Cultural Typhoon and the Inter-Asia 
Cultural Studies Society, Tokyo, Japan, 3-5 Jul 2009 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
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17 “Regulating ‘Hate Media’ in Post-conflict Societies: A 
Human Rights Legal Analysis”, presented at Media, 
Communication and Cultural Studies Association 
(MeCCA) Conference 2010, organized by MeCCA, 
London, UK, 6-8 Jan 2010 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
18 “Who Needs Human Rights? Cultural Studies and 
Public Institutions”, presented at 8th International 
Crossroads in Cultural Studies Conference, organized 
by Association for Cultural Studies, Department of 
Cultural Studies and Kwan Fong Cultural Research 
and Development Programme of Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
19 “Legal Transphobia: The Case of Hong Kong”, 
presented at 2010 Conference of the International 
Communication Association (ICA) on “Matters of 
Communication: Political, Cultural & Technological 
Challenges”, organized by ICA, Singapore, 22-26 Jun 
2010 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
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20 “Legal Education and the Conflict Over Rights 
Consciousness in China”, presented at Scholars 
Symposium on “Making the University Matter”, 
organized by Annenberg School for Communication, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, 4-5 
Dec 2009 
ERNI John N 33 B 1 
21 “Framing Queer Asia: Cultural and Legal Voices”, 
presented at 8th Shanghai International Literary 
Festival, organized by Shanghai International Literary 
Festival, Shanghai, PRC, 5-21 Mar 2010 
ERNI John N 33 B 1 
22 “A Visual Historical Analysis of Harbor 
Reclamation”, presented at 5th Conjunctures 
Conference, Conjunctures, Hong Kong, 16 Jun 2010  
ERNI John N 33 B 1 
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23 “Queer in Asia: Issues, Identities, and 
Communication”, presented at 2010 Conference of the 
International Communication Association (ICA) on 
“Matters of Communication: Political, Cultural & 
Technological Challenges”, organized by ICA, 
Singapore, 22-26 Jun 2010 
ERNI John N 33 B 1 
24 Co-Editor, Queer Asia Book Series, Hong Kong 
University Press, Dec 2007-present 
ERNI John N 61 D 1 
25 “Uses of ‘the People’ in the Making of Contemporary 
Chinese Cultural Celebrities”, presented at Inter-Asia 
Cultural Typhoon 2009: Cultural Studies and Asia: 
Past, Present and Future, organized by Cultural 
Typhoon and the Inter-Asia Cultural Studies Society, 
Tokyo, Japan, 3-5 Jul 2009 
HUANG Weizi# 33 A 1 
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26 “Han Han and the Making of Chinese Alternative 
Cultural Celebrity”, presented at 8th International 
Crossroads in Cultural Studies Conference, organized 
by Association for Cultural Studies, Department of 
Cultural Studies and Kwan Fong Cultural Research 
and Development Programme of Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
HUANG Weizi# 33 A 1 
27 《告別犬儒－－香港自由主義的危機》(Farewell 
Cynicism: The Crisis of Liberalism in Hong Kong)，香
港：牛津大學出版社，2009 年 7 月，288 頁 
HUI Po-keung 11 B 1 
28 「社區經濟互助計劃 7 年成果(2001-2008)質性研究
報告」，載於《從石水渠街開始──聖雅各福群會
──社區發展服務二十年》，林國偉、俞若玫〈編〉，
香港：聖雅各福群會，2009 年 7 月，頁 85-92  
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
29 「導讀：為甚麼要盤點 怎樣才算認真」，載於《盤
點 IH．認真通識》，香港：嶺南大學群芳文化研
究及發展部，2009 年 9 月，頁 9-22  
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
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30 「課程內容與評核政策」，載於《盤點 IH．認真
通識》，香港：嶺南大學群芳文化研究及發展部，
2009 年 9 月，頁 24-38  
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
31 「個案研究」，載於《盤點 IH．認真通識》，香
港：嶺南大學群芳文化研究及發展部，2009 年 9 月，
頁 95-149  
HUI Po-keung, LAW Yuen-fun 
Muriel# and PANG Chak-sang 
12 B 0.6667 
32 「行動研究」，載於《盤點 IH．認真通識》，香
港：嶺南大學群芳文化研究及發展部，2009 年 9 月，
頁 150-61  
HUI Po-keung, LAW Yuen-fun 
Muriel# and PANG Chak-sang 
12 B 0.6667 
33 「金融海嘯沒有捲走的又是甚麼？」，載於《寫在下
一次金融海嘯之前》，許寶強、羅永生、馬國明〈編〉，
香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大學文化研究系，2010
年 2 月，頁 44-51 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
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34 「經濟衰退下的民主建設」，載於《寫在下一次金融
海嘯之前》，許寶強、羅永生、馬國明〈編〉，香港：
進一步多媒體、嶺南大學文化研究系，2010 年 2 月，
頁 52-6 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
35 「語言才是經濟的基本因素」，載於《寫在下一次金
融海嘯之前》，許寶強、羅永生、馬國明〈編〉，香
港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大學文化研究系，2010 年
2 月，頁 57-63 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
36 「要求教育工作者談談願景、認真研究，過分
嗎？」，載於《寫在下一次金融海嘯之前》，許寶強、
羅永生、馬國明〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南
大學文化研究系，2010 年 2 月，頁 180-2 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
37 「如今，我們還能夠在學校學習嗎？」，載於《寫在
下一次金融海嘯之前》，許寶強、羅永生、馬國明
〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大學文化研究系，
2010 年 2 月，頁 183-7 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
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38 「後金融海嘯的重建與廣深港高速鐵路」，載於《寫
在下一次金融海嘯之前》，許寶強、羅永生、馬國明
〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大學文化研究系，
2010 年 2 月，頁 226-33 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
39 「通識科的目標：多角度思維的重要性?」，載於《通
識 x 文化研究》，Cult 通〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒
體、嶺南大學文化研究系，2010 年 4 月，頁 38-41 
張偉基 and HUI Po-keung 12 B 0.5 
40 「多角度思維有助發展溝通能力」，載於《通識 x 文
化研究》，Cult 通〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒體、嶺
南大學文化研究系，2010 年 4 月，頁 42-5 
張偉基 and HUI Po-keung 12 B 0.5 
41 「以學習者為中心的學習」，載於《通識 x 文化研
究》，Cult 通〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大
學文化研究系，2010 年 4 月，頁 76-9 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
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42 「通識教育和解難能力」，載於《通識 x 文化研
究》，Cult 通〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大
學文化研究系，2010 年 4 月，頁 122-5 
張偉基 and HUI Po-keung 12 B 0.5 
43 「備戰獨立專題研習」，載於《通識 x 文化研究》，
Cult 通〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大學文化
研究系，2010 年 4 月，頁 140-3 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
44 「從犬儒到狗智：當代香港的文化政治」，載於《文
化研究與文化教育》，羅永生〈編〉，香港：嶺南
大學文化研究系及進一步多媒體，2010 年 6 月，頁
80-97 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
45 〈編〉，「前言：金融海嘯與我們的未來」，《寫在下
一次金融海嘯之前》，香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大
學文化研究系，2010 年 2 月，頁 19-29 及 243 頁 
HUI Po-keung, LAW 
Wing-sang and MA 
Kwok-ming 
14 B 0.6667 
46 「金融海嘯與我們的未來」，載於《熱風學術》，
第三輯，2009 年 10 月，頁 255-61  
HUI Po-keung 22 B 1 
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47 “ ‘Getting the Job Done’ - The Uses of Cultural 
Studies in Hong Kong Secondary Schools”, presented 
at 8th International Crossroads in Cultural Studies 
Conference, organized by Association for Cultural 
Studies, Department of Cultural Studies and Kwan 
Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme 
of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
HUI Po-keung 33 A 1 
48 「當文化研究遇上文化保育」，載於《文化研究與
文化教育》，羅永生〈編〉，香港：嶺南大學文化
研究系及進一步多媒體，2010 年 6 月，頁 122-39 
IP Iam-chong 12 B 1 
49 “Cultural Studies and Cultural Politics: Interrogating 
the Identity of a Cultural Preservation Movement”, 
presented at 8th International Crossroads in Cultural 
Studies Conference, organized by Association for 
Cultural Studies, Department of Cultural Studies and 
Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development 
Programme of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-21 
Jun 2010 
IP Iam-chong 33 A 1 
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50 “The Concerns of Cultural Studies”，載於《文化研究
與文化教育》，羅永生〈編〉，香港：嶺南大學文
化研究系及進一步多媒體，2010 年 6 月，頁 298-307 
LAU Kin-chi 12 B 1 
51 Editor, I Act, I Sing，I Create - PeaceWomen Across 
the Globe in China, Beijing: Green Ground Rural 
Reconstruction, Jun 2010, 162 pages 
LAU Kin-chi 14 B 1 
52 “Land Reform and National Development in Nepal”, 
Journal of Renmin University of China, 5(1), Spring 
2010, pp 1-19 
LAU Kin-chi and WEN Tiejun 21 A 0.5 
53 “Peace and Ecology: Alternative Perspectives”, 
presented at 8th International Crossroads in Cultural 
Studies Conference, organized by Association for 
Cultural Studies, Department of Cultural Studies and 
Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development 
Programme of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-21 
Jun 2010 
LAU Kin-chi 33 A 1 
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54 “Comparing Social Movements on Ecology and 
Livelihood in China, India and Latin America”, 
presented at a Regional Workshop on 
Alter-Globalization, organized by Hao Ran 
Foundation, Taipei, Taiwan, Aug 2009 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
55 “Transformation of Politics: The New Role of the 
State and the Social Movements”, presented at 
International Conference on “The World Crisis - and 
Beyond”, organized by Rosa Luxemburg Foundation 
and Transnational Institute, Brussels, Belgium, 28 
Oct-1 Nov 2009  
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
56 “Alternatives to Globalization”, presented at 
International Forum on “Alternatives Created by the 
People”, Mexico City, Mexico, 1-7 May 2010 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
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57 “Reading Women’s Alternative Practices in China”, 
presented at Regional Forum on “South-south 
Relationships and Investment Alternatives”, organized 
by Ecuadorian Presidential Commission for a New 
Regional Financial Architecture - Bank of the South, 
Quito, Ecuador, 5-11 May 2010 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
58 Producer, film documentary on “Cheng Wei: Path to 
the Mountains”, and “Yin Yuzhen: Dreams in the 
Desert”, Beijing, 2010 
LAU Kin-chi, DAI Jinhua and 
CHAN Shun-hing 
43 D 0.6667 
59 “Chinese Cultural Nationalism in Flux: The Impacts of 
the Cultural Cold War in Hong Kong” (in Korean), 
The Context of Cold War Culture in East Asia: 
1960s-1970s, Kim Yerim (ed), Seoul: Actual Culture 
Studies, Aug 2009, pp 203-24 
LAW Wing-sang 12 A 1 
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60 「後語：寫在下一次金融海嘯之前」 (“Afterward: 
Writing Before the Next Financial Tsunami”)，載於
《寫在下一次金融海嘯之前》，許寶強、羅永生、馬
國明〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大學文化研
究系，2010 年 2 月，頁 234-9  
LAW Wing-sang 12 A 1 
61 「文化教育對文化研究的挑戰」 (“The Challenge of 
Cultural Education to Cultural Studies”)，載於《文化
研究與文化教育》，羅永生〈編〉，香港：嶺南大
學文化研究系及進一步多媒體，2010 年 6 月，頁 64 
-78  
LAW Wing-sang 12 A 1 
62 「 文 研 十 載 來 時 路 」  (“Forward: Ten Years of 
Cultural Studies，載於《文化研究與文化教育》，羅
永生〈編〉，香港：嶺南大學文化研究系及進一步
多媒體，2010 年 6 月，頁 14-20  
LAW Wing-sang 12 A 1 
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63 「告別奴性的一天：七一大遊行的後殖民解讀」 
(“Farewell to Subservience: A Post-Colonial Reading 
of the 1st July March”)，載於《我們的七一：廿一世
紀香港公民社會新啟動》，何故〈編〉，香港：Yee 
Pin Books，2009 年 7 月，頁 115-27  
LAW Wing-sang 12 B 1 
64 〈編〉，《文化研究與文化教育》，香港：進一步多媒
體，2010 年 6 月，316 頁 
LAW Wing-sang 14 B 1 
65 「作為保守主義運動的宗教右派」 (“The Religious 
Right as a Conservative Social Movement”)，載於
《思》，第 115 期，2010 年 4 月，頁 3-6  
LAW Wing-sang 22 B 1 
66 「文化研究與文化教育：香港經驗談」 (“Cultural 
Studies and Cultural Education: Hong Kong 
Experiences”)，載於《思想》，第 15 期，2010 年 5
月，頁 63-74  
LAW Wing-sang 22 B 1 
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67 “What Make the Church Welcomed by the State? - 
Mapping the Trails of Christian Foundamentalism in 
Hong Kong”, presented at 8th International Crossroads 
in Cultural Studies Conference, organized by 
Association for Cultural Studies, Department of 
Cultural Studies and Kwan Fong Cultural Research 
and Development Programme of Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
LAW Wing-sang 33 A 1 
68 “On Chinese Nationalism in the Film Ip Man”, 
presented at a Public Seminar of Hong Kong 
Sociological Association: Hong Kong Society and 
Urban Culture, organized by Hong Kong Sociological 
Association, Hong Kong, Apr 2010  
LAW Wing-sang and CHEUNG 
Siu-keung  
33 B 0.5 
69 「以『人』為本：教育戲劇作為受壓迫者教育學的
實踐」，載於《通識 x 文化研究》，Cult 通〈編〉，
香港：進一步多媒體、嶺南大學文化研究系，2010
年 4 月，頁 80-7 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 12 B 1 
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70 「2008/2010 多項計劃：鞋子・孩子走天下計劃研
究報告」，載於《藝術人家》，蔡錦濠〈編〉，香港，
2010 年 5 月，頁 4-5 及 13-87 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel#, 何蕙
詩 and 蔡錦濠 
12 B 0.3334 
71 「 選 擇 『 差 異 』： 邁 向 社 群 『 演 化 』」， 載 於
《TEFOzine：戲劇與教育專業雜誌》，2009 年第 4
期，2009 年 10 月，頁 50-3 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 22 B 1 
72 “Narrative and Performative Acts in Cultural 
Education: The Teaching of Writing as Critical 
Communication”, Proceedings of The 15th 
International Association for Intercultural 
Communication Studies (IAICS) 2009 Conference, 
IAICS, Kumamoto, Japan, 18-20 Sep 2009 (on-line 
version) 
[http://www2.kumagaku.ac.jp/teacher/~judy/cgi/pmwi
ki/pmwiki.php?n=Iaics.ABSTRACTS] 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# and 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 
32 A 1 
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73 “Experiencing for a Change: Implications of Drama 
Pedagogy for Liberal Studies Teacher Development”, 
presented at 8th International Crossroads in Cultural 
Studies Conference, organized by Association for 
Cultural Studies, Department of Cultural Studies and 
Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development 
Programme of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-21 
Jun 2010 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 33 A 1 
74 “Queering Sex Machines: The Re-articulation of 
Non-normative Sexualities and Technosexual Bodies”, 
Aug 2009 
LEUNG Hok-bun Isaac# 63 B 1 
75 “Performing Global ‘News’: Indigenizing WTO as 
Media Event”, Media Events in a Global Age, Andreas 
Hepp, Nick Couldry and Friedrich Koltz (eds), 
Routledge, Oct 2009, pp 250-64 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 12 A 1 
76 「媒體教育：『民粹』中尋找『公共』」，載於《文化
研究與文化教育》，羅永生〈編〉，香港：進一步多
媒體，2010 年 6 月，頁 246-61 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 12 B 1 
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77 “ ‘Ethnic Minorities’ ‘Creative Consumption’ and/ as 
Diasporic Subjectivities in Hong Kong”, presented at 
Inter-Asia Cultural Typhoon 2009: Cultural Studies 
and Asia: Past, Present and Future, organized by 
Cultural Typhoon and the Inter-Asia Cultural Studies 
Society, Tokyo, Japan, 3-5 Jul 2009 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 33 A 1 
78 “Enterprising Culture - Opportunities and 
Challenges”, presented at 8th International Crossroads 
in Cultural Studies Conference, organized by 
Association for Cultural Studies, Department of 
Cultural Studies and Kwan Fong Cultural Research 
and Development Programme of Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 33 A 1 
79 「北昆的重排《天罡陣》﹕傳統與現代文化交涉中
的性別政治」 (“Negotiating Tradition and Modernity 
in the Revived Northern Kunju Opera The Big Dipper 
Battle Formation”)，載於《北方昆曲論集》，劉禎、
劉宇宸、叢兆桓〈編〉，北京：文化藝術出版社，
2009 年 10 月，頁 66-85 
LI Siu-leung 12 B 1 
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80 「性別編演、操演與女子的男性氣質──中國傳統
戲曲武旦戲的當代搬演」，載於《文化研究與文化教
育》，羅永生〈編〉，香港：進一步多媒體，2010 年
6 月，頁 182-201 
LI Siu-leung 12 B 1 
81 “On English as a Chinese Language: Implementing 
Globalization”, Universities in Translation: The 
Mental Labor of Globalization, Brett de Bary (ed), 
Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, Mar 2010, 
pp 177-96 
MORRIS Meaghan E 12 A 1 
82 “Grizzling about Facebook”, Australian Humanities 
Review, 47, Spring 2010, pp 5-22 
MORRIS Meaghan E 21 A 1 
83 “Inter-Asian Banality and Education”, Inter-Asia 
Cultural Studies, 11(2), Summer 2010, pp 157-64 
MORRIS Meaghan E 21 A 1 
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84 “Banality, Inter-Asia and Institutional Life”, presented 
at Inter-Asia Cultural Typhoon 2009: Cultural Studies 
and Asia: Past, Present and Future, organized by 
Cultural Typhoon and the Inter-Asia Cultural Studies 
Society, Tokyo, Japan, 3-5 Jul 2009 
MORRIS Meaghan E 33 B 1 
85 “Transnational Glamour, National Allure: On 
Preferring Baz Luhrmann to Zhang Yimou”, Keynote 
Speech delivered at Baz Luhrmann's Australia 
Reviewed: An Interdisciplinary Conference on 
History, Film and Popular Culture, organized by 
National Mueum of Australia, Canberra, Australia, 7-8 
Dec 2009  
MORRIS Meaghan E 33 B 1 
86 Senior Editor, Traces: A Multilingual Series of 
Cultural Theory and Translation, 2004-present 
MORRIS Meaghan E 61 D 1 
87 Editorial Introduction to Transnationalism and 
Cultural Studies, Spring 2010  
MORRIS Meaghan E 64 D 1 
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88 “Porn Power: Sexual and Gender Politics in Li 
Han-hsiang’s Fengyue Films”, As Normal as Possible: 
Negotiating Sexuality and Gender In Mainland China 
and Hong Kong, Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, May 2010, pp 113-31  
YAU Ching 12 A 1 
89 “We Are All Refugees”, The Box Book-Conversations, 
Hong Kong: MCCM Creations, Nov 2009, pp 186-95  
YAU Ching 12 B 1 
90 「在操演與不操演之間：看被囚少年的影像實踐」，
載於《文化研究與文化教育》，羅永生〈編〉，香
港：嶺南大學文化研究系及進一步多媒體，2010 年
6 月，頁 140-89 
YAU Ching 12 B 1 
91 Editor, (with introduction “Dreaming of Normal While 
Sleeping with Impossible”), As Normal as Possible: 
Negotiating Sexuality and Gender in Mainland China 
and Hong Kong (Queer Asia Series), University of 
Washington Press (also in Hong Kong University 
Press), May 2010, pp 1-14 and 232 pages 
YAU Ching 14 A 1 
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92 「風花雪月的顏色與利刃」，載於《華人性文學藝
術研究》，第 7 期，2010 年 5 月，頁 5-49 
YAU Ching 21 A 1 
93 “Who Is This Wonderful Battle Really Fighting? (Or, 
What The Hong Kong Christian Fundamentalists 
Didn’t Tell You)”, presented at 8th International 
Crossroads in Cultural Studies Conference, organized 
by Association for Cultural Studies, Department of 
Cultural Studies and Kwan Fong Cultural Research 
and Development Programme of Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
YAU Ching 33 A 1 
94 「音樂拯救了我」 , The Box Book-Conversations, 
Hong Kong: MCCM Creations, Nov 2009, pp 196-8  
YAU Ching 41 D 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Philosophy 
    
95 “Ethical Problems in Connection with World Poverty”, 
Aug 2009 
FAN Wing# 63 B 1 
96 “Explaining Depiction: Recent Debates in the 
Philosophy of Pictorial Representation”, Aug 2009 
LEUNG Chi-kei# 63 B 1 
97 Cinema, Philosophy, Bergman: On Film as 
Philosophy, Oxford: Oxford University Press, Jul 
2009, 215 pages 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 11 A 1 
98 “Authorial Intention and the Varieties of 
Intentionalism”, A Companion to the Philosophy and 
Literature, Garry L Hagberg and Walter Jost (eds), 
Wiley-Blackwell Press, Feb 2010, pp 401-19 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
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99 “Coherence, Discourse”, Cambridge Encyclopedia of 
Language Science, Patrick Colm Hogan (ed), 
Cambridge University Press, Spring 2010, pp 172-3 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
100 “Coherence, Logical”, Cambridge Encyclopedia of 
Language Science, Patrick Colm Hogan (ed), 
Cambridge University Press, Spring 2010, pp 173 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
101 “Cooperative Principle”, Cambridge Encyclopedia of 
Language Science, Patrick Colm Hogan (ed), 
Cambridge University Press, Spring 2010, pp 182-3 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
102 “Communicative Intention”, Cambridge Encyclopedia 
of Language Science, Patrick Colm Hogan (ed), 
Cambridge University Press, Spring 2010, pp 223-5 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
103 “Conversational Implicature”, Cambridge 
Encyclopedia of Language Science, Patrick Colm 
Hogan (ed), Cambridge University Press, Spring 2010, 
pp 228 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
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104 “Teaching and Learning Guide for: Cinema as 
Philosophy”, The Philosophy Compass, 5(4), Apr 
2010, pp 359-62 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 21 A 1 
105 “Robots, Theology, and the Personhood of 
Nonhumans”, Erwaegen, Wissen, Ethik (Deliberation, 
Knowledge, Ethics), 20(2), Oct 2009, pp 215-21 
MATTHIAS Andreas 22 A 1 
106 “Ethical Responsibilities of IT Professionals”, 
presented at The First Information Security (IS) 
Conference on “Information Security Challenges in 
Today’s Higher Education Community”, organized by 
eight member institutions of the Joint Universities 
Computing Centre (JUCC), Hong Kong, 19-20 May 
2010 
MATTHIAS Andreas 33 B 1 
107 “Interview: Machines as Holders of Rights”, Part of 
lit.cologne International Literature Festival, 12 Mar 
2010 
MATTHIAS Andreas 44 D 1 
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108 “From Marcos to Arroyo - What Went Wrong for 
Democracy in the Philippines?”, Public Governance in 
Asia and the Limits of Electoral Democracy, Brian 
Bridges and Ho Lok-sang (eds), UK: Edward Elgar 
Publisher, Mar 2010, pp 253-83 
RICE James A 12 A 1 
109 “Race: A Social Destruction of a Biological Concept”, 
Biology and Philosophy, 25(2), Mar 2010, pp 143-62 
SESARDIC Neven 21 A 1 
110 “Nature, Nurture and Politics”, Biology and 
Philosophy, 25(3), Jun 2010, pp 433-6 
SESARDIC Neven 21 A 1 
111 “Grounding, Border-Sensitivity, and Intrinsicality”, 
presented a Parts and Places: A Workshop in 
Metaphysics, Australian National University, 
Canberra, Australia, 17 Nov 2009; and presented at a 
departmental seminar, University of Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong, 26 Nov 2009; and also Proceedings of the 
American Philosophical Association, Central Division 
Program, Chicago, USA, 83(3), Jan 2010, pp 113 
TROGDON Kelly G 32 A 1 
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112 Category Editor (“Monism”), Philpapers, 1 Jul 
2009-30 Jun 2010 
TROGDON Kelly G 64 D 1 
113 “Cheng Yi (1033-1107)” Internet Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy, Bradley Dowden (ed), Oct 2009, pp 1-5 
[http://www.iep.utm.edu/chengyi/] 
WONG Wai-ying 12 A 1 
114 「從『奧密』到『問題』：對『宇宙和諧』觀念的高
級序思考」 (“From Mysteries to Problems: A Higher 
Order Thinking for the Concept of ‘Harmony in the 
Cosmos’ ”)，載於《萬戶千門任卷舒：勞思光先生八
十華誕祝壽論文集》，劉國英、伍至學、林碧玲 
〈編〉，香港：香港中文大學，2010 年 5 月，頁 161-72 
WONG Wai-ying 12 A 1 
115 “The Thesis of Single-Rootedness in the Thought of 
Cheng Hao”, Dao Companion to Neo-Confucian 
Philosophy (Dao Companions to Chinese Philosophy 
Series), John Makeham (ed), Springer, 2010, pp 
89-104 
WONG Wai-ying 12 A 1 
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116 “The Suffering, the Meaningless and the Meaning of 
Life”, Cemetary Studies, Louis Ha (ed), Hong Kong: 
Catholic Studies Publication, May 2010, pp 180-6 
WONG Wai-ying 12 B 1 
117 「唐牟二先生對他人心靈與性善的普遍性的論述」 
(“The Discussion on the Other Mind and the 
Universality of Good Human Nature by Tang Jun-yi 
and Mou Zhong-san”)，宣讀於由中央大學中文系、
哲學研究院，台灣師範大學國際與僑教學院及東方
人文學術研究基金會合辦之「百年儒學與當代東亞
思潮──紀念唐君毅、牟宗三先生百年誕辰國際學
術會議」（第八屆當代新儒學國際學術會議），台灣
台北，2009 年 9 月 25-28 日 , and also Legein 
Semi-annual Journal, Issue 43, Dec 2009, pp 95-119 
WONG Wai-ying 21 A 1 
118 「儒家倫理與德性論理之再探」  (“Confucianism 
and Virtue Ethics Revisited”)，宣讀於由北京大學主
辦之「儒家與美德倫理國際學術討論會」，中國北
京，2010 年 5 月 14-16 日 
WONG Wai-ying 33 A 1 
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119 “Understanding Confucianism through Ken Wilber’s 
Holistic Philosophy”, presented at the Eleventh 
Symposium on Field-Being, organized by the 
International Institute for Field-Being, Hong Kong, 22 
Aug 2009 
WONG Wai-ying 33 B 1 
120 “Underdetermination in Causal Inference”, Studies in 
Logic, 2(4), Dec 2009, pp 16-47 
ZHANG Jiji 21 A 1 
121 “Intervention, Determinism, and the Causal 
Minimality Condition”, Synthese, Jun 2010 (online 
version) 
ZHANG Jiji and SPIRTES 
Peter 
21 A 0.5 
122 “Introduction to Normativism”, presented at a seminar, 
organized by Center for the Study of Language and 
Cognition, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, PRC, May 
2010 
ZHENG Yujian 64 D 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Visual Studies 
    
123 “ ‘Reciprocal Interference’: Theorising a Collaborative 
Art Project”, presented at The Sydney German Studies 
Symposium 2009 on “Collective Creativity”, 
organized by The University of New South Wales, 
Sydney, Australia, 23-26 Jul 2009 
ARCHER Carol 33 A 1 
124 “Novelty and Hybridity in Recent Macao Art”, 
presented at 8th International Crossroads in Cultural 
Studies Conference, organized by Association for 
Cultural Studies, Department of Cultural Studies and 
Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development 
Programme of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-21 
Jun 2010 
ARCHER Carol 33 A 1 
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125 “Collaborative Painting: Gifts and Transgressions”, 
presented at MEDEA TALK Series 2009: Media 
Transformation - Malmö Transformation, organized 
by Malmö University, Malmö, Sweden, Dec 2009 
ARCHER Carol 33 B 1 
126 Exhibition on “Cosmopolitan Macau”, Creative 
Macau, Macau, 28 Aug-14 Sep 2009 
ARCHER Carol 44 D 1 
127 Exhibition on “Out of Thin Air: Collaborative and 
Solo Work”, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 27 
Feb-15 Apr 2010; and also Sun Yat Sen University, 
Guangzhou, PRC, 30 Apr-15 May 2010 
ARCHER Carol 44 D 1 
128 “Scruton on Rightness of Proportion in Architecture”, 
The British Journal of Aesthetics, 49(4), Oct 2009, pp 
405-14 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 21 A 1 
129 “Functional Beauty and Looking Fit”, presented at 
Centre for Philosophy and Design (CEPHAD) 2010 
Conference, organized by Danish Design School, 
Copenhagen, Denmark, 26-29 Jan 2010 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 33 A 1 
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130 “Comments on Hanna Kim, ‘Impossible Metaphors or 
Why ‘Beautiful’ Can’t Be Used Metaphorically’ ” (this 
is a reply to a paper), presented at Conference of 
American Society for Aesthetics Pacific Division 
Meeting, organized by ASA, Pacific Grove, USA, Apr 
2010 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 33 B 1 
131 “Reflections on a Sofa-bed: Functional Beauty and 
Looking Fit”, presented at Conference of European 
Society for Aesthetics (ESA) Conference, organized 
by ESA, Udine, Italy, 27-29 May 2010 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 33 B 1 
132 Lone Scherfig’s - Italian for Beginners, Seattle: 
University of Washington Press/Copenhagen: Museum 
Tusculanum, 2010, 295 pages 
HJORT Mette A 11 A 1 
133 “Affinitive and Milieu-Building Transnationalism: The 
Advance Party Project”, Cinema at the Periphery, 
Dina Iordanova, David Martin-Jones, and Belén Vidal 
(eds), Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2010, pp 
46-66 
HJORT Mette A 12 A 1 
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134 “On the Plurality of Cinematic Transnationalism”, 
World Cinemas, Transnational Perspectives, Natasa 
Durovicová and Kathleen E Newman (eds), London: 
Routledge/American Film Institute Reader, 2010, pp 
12-33 
HJORT Mette A 12 A 1 
135 “Ruan Lingyu: Reflections on an Individual 
Performance Style”, Chinese Film Stars, Mary 
Farquhar and Zhang Yingjin (eds), London: 
Routledge, Apr 2010, pp 32-49 
HJORT Mette A 12 A 1 
136 Editor, The Danish Directors 2: Dialogues on the New 
Danish Fiction Cinema, Bristol: Intellect Press, 2010, 
224 pages 
HJORT Mette A, JORHOLT 
Eva and NOVRUP REDVALL 
Eva 
14 A 0.3334 
137 “Living with Diversity: What Difference Can 
Film-making Make?”, Northern Lights, 7(1), Oct 
2009, pp 9-27 
HJORT Mette A 21 A 1 
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138 “Film Education: On the Promising Role of 
Institutional Partnerships” (「電影教育：伙伴機構的
角 色 」 ), presented at Conference on “Film in 
Education”, organized by Lingnan University and 
Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts, Hong 
Kong, 19-20 May 2010 
HJORT Mette A 33 A 1 
139 “Film Schools Today: The International Dimension”, 
presented at Film Schools Symposium, organized by 
University of York, York, UK, 16-17 Oct 2009 
HJORT Mette A 33 B 1 
140 “Small National Cinemas and the Question of Risk”, 
Keynote Speech delivered at the International 
Conference on “European Visions: Small Cinemas in 
Transition”, organized by University of Western 
Ontario, Ontario, Canada, 29 Jun-2 Jul 2010 
HJORT Mette A 33 B 1 
141 《對焦中國畫：國畫的六種閱讀方法》（國內版） 
(Beyond Forms and Colours - Six Ways to Read 
Chinese Painting)，廣西：廣西師範大學出版社，2010
年 5 月，169 頁 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 11 B 1 
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142 「燃點嶺南畫派的革新精神」 (“The Revolutionary 
Spirit of Lingnan School”)，載於《大廣東》，霍康琪
〈編〉，香港：上書局，2009 年 7 月，頁 241-2 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 12 B 1 
143 「丁衍庸的東西」 (“The East and West in the Art of 
Ding Yangyong”)，載於《大廣東》，霍康琪〈編〉，
香港：上書局，2009 年 7 月，頁 243-4 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 12 B 1 
144 “Vietnamese Boat People in Hong Kong - A Visual 
History”, Proceedings of “Refugee Politics and the 
Chinese / Vietnamese Diaspora - 30 Years after 
‘Vietnamese Boatpeople’ in Hong Kong”, Chan 
Yuk-wah (ed), Southeast Asia Research Centre and 
City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Jun 2010, 
pp 18 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia and 
WONG Kei-shun Samson 
32 A 0.5 
145 “Art in the Camp - Collective Memories of the 
Vietnamese Boat People in Hong Kong”, presented at 
International Convention of Asia Scholars 6, organized 
by Daejeon Metropolitan City and Chungnan National 
University, Daejoen, Korea, 6-9 Aug 2009 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 33 A 1 
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146 “Visible Voices of the Asylum Seekers - Art of the 
Vietnamese Refugees in Hong Kong”, presented at 8th 
International Crossroads in Cultural Studies 
Conference, organized by Association for Cultural 
Studies, Department of Cultural Studies and Kwan 
Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme 
of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 33 A 1 
147 “New Vision of Art Appreciation”, presented at 
“Opportunities and Challenges - Conference on Visual 
Arts Education in Asia”, organized by Hong Kong 
Baptist University, Hong Kong, 23-25 Jun 2010 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 33 A 1 
148 “Image Writing - Art and Trauma”, presented at 
Conference on “Life/Writing: Narratives of Ageing, 
Illness and Renewal”, organized by La Trobe 
University and Lingnan University, Melbourne, 
Australia, 16 Oct 2009 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 33 B 1 
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149 “The Red-white-blue Material in Hong Kong 
Installation Art”, presented at 8th International 
Crossroads in Cultural Studies Conference, organized 
by Association for Cultural Studies, Department of 
Cultural Studies and Kwan Fong Cultural Research 
and Development Programme of Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 17-21 Jun 2010 
LIU Nga-ying# 33 A 1 
150 「馬家寶之藝術」 (“The Art of Ma Jirbo”), Jun 2010 NG Ni-na Camellia# 63 B 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Centre for English and Additional Languages 
    
151 “Academic Writing 1”, LCE 101 - English for 
Communication 1, Hong Kong: Centre for English and 
Additional Languages, Lingnan University, May 2010 
HIRADHAR Preet P 12 A 1 
152 “From Self-Access to Self-Expression: Employing 
e-Portfolios to Develop Independent Language 
Learning”, Proceedings of 7th Annual Asia Teachers 
of English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) 
International Conference on “Collaboration and 
Creativity in English Language Teaching and Learning 
in Asia”, Asia TEFL (ed), Bangkok, Thailand, Aug 
2009, pp 214-5 
HIRADHAR Preet P 32 A 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
    
153 「『全球孔子文化資源庫』與漢語教學問題探討」 
(“Discussion on the Relationship between Web 
Resources of Chinese Traditional Culture and Chinese 
Language Education”)，宣讀於由山東大學及山東省
語言學會等機構主辦之「孔子文化網絡資源建設與
傳播國際會議」，山東濟南，2009 年 9 月 24-26 日 
FUNG Pui-yi 33 D 1 
154 「從方言地區語氣詞的誤用看普通話教學的教研問
題──以香港地區為例」，載於《首都師範大學學
報．增刊》，2009 年增刊，2009 年 7 月，頁 69-79 
HAN Dezhi 21 A 1 
155 「雙雙比翼鳥——詠沙田城門河比翼雙飛白鷺」（五
言古詩），載於《文苑》，2009 年 10 月，頁 57 
HAN Dezhi 41 D 1 
156 「辭彙、意象、與文化歷史的互動」，載於《澳門語
言學刊》，第 2 卷第 34 期，2009 年冬，頁 40-7 
LI Donghui 21 A 1 
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157 「香港大學生普通話口語會話語音偏誤分析」，載
於《首都師範大學學報》（普通話教學與測試研究專
輯），2009 年 7 月，頁 80-6 
LI Fei 21 A 1 
158 「香港人普通話朗讀中的陳述句、疑問句語調偏誤
分析」 (“Error Analysis of the Intonation of Narrative 
and Interrogative Sentence of Hong Kong Putonghua 
Learners”)，載於《首都師範大學學報》（普通話教
學與測試研究專輯），2009 年 7 月，頁 87-92 
MA Maopeng 21 A 1 
159 「『《詩經》是押韻的』是從未得到證明的假說嗎？」 
(“Is the Rhyming of Shi-Jing an Unproved 
Hypothesis?”)，載於《中國語言學》，第 3 輯，2009
年 12 月，頁 80-94 
MA Maopeng 21 A 1 
160 「香港地區大學普通話教學與考核的互動」，載於
《中國大學教學》，總第 228 期，2009 年第 8 期，
頁 41-5 
WANG Lingling and SHAO 
Jingmin 
21 A 0.5 
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 Sub-total 153.0003 
  
    
  
 
 Total 481.7349 
 
1 
 
Explanatory Notes for Report 3 
Type of Output: 
 A  Academic research: refereed 
 B  Academic research: not refereed 
 C  Contract research 
 D  Other outputs 
 
Research Output Category: 
1 Scholarly books, monographs and chapters 
11 Research book or monograph (author)  Authored work generally arising from 
academic research project(s) although contract research can produce such results if 
findings are in the public domain 
12 Chapter in an edited book (author)  A paper, essay, or other material authored 
specifically for inclusion in an edited book; does not include an opening or summary 
chapter prepared by an editor for inclusion in a work counted in (14) 
13 Textbook (author)  A full-length authored work used for instructional purposes; 
include revisions if they involve "substantial" (say 20%) new material 
14 Edited book (editor)  an edited book of essays, research papers or the equivalent 
2 Journal publications 
21 Publication in refereed journal  A paper in a refereed journal devoted to reporting the 
results of basic or applied research 
22 Publication in policy or professional journal  A paper in a refereed or unrefereed 
journal publishing policy or educational material for a professional audience 
3 Conference papers 
31 Invited conference paper  A paper invited for presentation at an academic or 
professional meeting and published (in full or in part) in conference proceedings 
32 Refereed conference paper  A paper accepted for presentation at an academic or 
professional meeting on the basis of a formal peer review process external to the 
institution and published (in full or in part) in conference proceedings  
33 Other conference paper  Any other paper presented at an academic or professional 
conference 
4 Creative and literary works, consulting reports and case studies 
41 Authored play, poem, novel, story  Fictional or similar works, published in a form 
appropriate to the type of work 
42 Painting, sculpture, drawing, photograph  Creation of artefacts capable of being 
reviewed for merit, generally but not exclusively of an artistic nature [exclude those 
covered in (44) below] 
43 Film, video  Creation of films, videos, multimedia, and similar productions for 
research, educational, cultural or entertainment purposes [exclude those covered in (44) 
below] 
44 Performance and participation in exhibits  Drama, musical and similar performances; 
participation as an exhibitor of paintings, sculptures or other artefacts: the exhibit may 
be sponsored by the institution or externally; it should attract significant public or 
professional attention 
45 Translation of other's work  Translation of an item of type (11) through (22) and (41) 
above, written by others: translation of one's own work is considered part of the 
authoring process and should not be included  
2 
 
 
46 Engineering, architectural, graphic designs  An engineering, architectural, graphic, 
landscape, or interior design (or the equivalent), whether prepared for a client or in the 
public domain 
47 Computer software or system  Development of a shareable computer software 
program, computer language, expert system, computer-aided instruction package or the 
equivalent 
48 Consulting or contract research report  Report on work performed under an 
institutional consulting or research contract: reports counted here generally will be 
prepared for the client, and they may be proprietary if institutional rules permit 
49 Written teaching case study or extensive note  Material prepared for teaching purposes 
with applicability beyond one's own course needs; short notes and descriptions prepared 
for immediate class use should not be included 
5 Patents, agreements, assignments and companies 
51  Patents granted – patents (on work done at the reporting institution) granted by patent 
office(s) to the reporting institution within the specified reporting period; not patents 
filed, not patents held in previous years, and not patents obtained/held on work done 
elsewhere 
52  Licensing agreements – the licensing of technology/invention from the reporting 
institution within the specified reporting period 
53  Assignments of intellectual property rights – the assignment based on 
technology/invention from the reporting institution within the specified reporting period 
54 Companies – registered companies in which the institution holds an equity by virtue of 
technology transfer, where the acquisition of such equity (including any increase in 
equity) by technology transfer occurred during the specified reporting period 
6 All other outputs 
61 Journal editor  Editor, associate editor, or the equivalent of a journal or similar on-
going publication venture (‘editorial membership’ should be excluded) 
62 Review of books or of software  Published or widely-disseminated reviews of books, 
other publications, software or similar items: dissemination must extend beyond the 
institution and its research sponsors [reviews for institutional clients should be counted 
under (49)] 
63 Postgraduate research theses – MPhil or PhD theses of research students who defended 
successfully within the specified reporting period 
64 Other outputs  Any substantive output of original research not listed above  
 
 
 
Notes 
 
1. Publications are listed by cost centres.  For each publication, the name(s) of the author(s) 
belonging to the corresponding cost centre (during the reporting period) is/are 
underlined.  In the case of students, a "#" is placed against their names. 
 
2. The fraction appearing in the "Weighting" column of those co-authored items denotes 
the weighting of the authors concerned, calculated on a pro-rata basis.  For example, a 
paper with four authors will count as 0.25 for each author, and if three of the four 
authors are staff members in the same cost centre, the paper will count as 3x0.25=0.75 in 
the cost-centre total. 
 
